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TESTIMONY OF CHAIRMAN HENDRIE
BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REGULATION OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS
TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1979
Mr. Chairman, as you and I agreed in arranging this hearing, we are here
to present a preliminary account of what happened at Three Mile Island,
our response to the accident, and some initial conclusions in order to
put these matters on record at an early time.

I am very grateful for

and appreciative of your understanding that we could not and should not
divert any appreciable staff resources from the operations at Three Mile
Island or from the support groups at Bethesda to prepare a more extensive
record for this hearing.

There will, of course, be more detailed investi-

gations, and we will look forward to future hearings in which a further
accounting can be

made~

First, by way of general comment, I want to emphasize my great personal
concern, which I know is shared by my colleagues on the Commission and
all members of our staff, that this accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2
~~
has happened. All of us are profoundly-tha~l, as I am sure you and

ern '

all of our citizens are, that the radiation expdsure levels to the public
in the area of Three Mile Island have been low.

However, we do not take

much comfort from the low radiation exposures experienced to date since
it is clear that the potential for substantially larger exposures of t he
public existed

dur~ng

the course of this accident.

ENCLOSURE 1
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The efforts of a very large number of people in the licensee's organization,

the~w~~ennsylvania,

the NRC, other Federal and State agencies,

and industry groups are being applied to make sure that we can collectively
maintain and improve the conditions that have prevailed thus far with
regard to the offsite public and the workers at the site.

The rapid

marshalling of very extensive resources from a wide variety of sources
has been a heartening experience and I believe the record should include
an expression of our appreciation to the hundreds of individuals and
organizations that have responded.

It is my view, and I

~~~~

it is yours as well, that we cannot have an

acceptable nuclear power program in this country if there is any appreciable risk of events of the Three Mile Island kind occurring at nuclear
power plants.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission must promptly carry

out a searching review and evaluation of our own policies and procedures,
in addition to our investigation of what has taken place at the Three
Mile Island facility.

We must find out where our inspection and enforce-

ment of safety-related operating requirements, our design standards, and
our reviews of possible transient and accident situations have somehow
been inadequate to prevent the Three Mile Island accident.

We already

have put those elements of the staff that are not immediately involved in
dealing with the situation at Three Mile Island to work on this essentia l
and major effort.
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The Nuclear Regulatory Commission s investigation of the Three Mile
1

Island accident is actively underway.

Of course, our most immediate

concern has been dominated by the operational considerations of
limiting further releases and returning the plant to a safe and secure
shutdown condition.

Consistent with our efforts in that direction ·

and to the extent we could do so without interfering with the recovery
operation, our investigators have been at work gathering information.
The NRC investigation team is now at the Three Mile Island site in the
field phase of its work, following several days of review of plant
records and charts furnished to our Operations Center in Bethesda.

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, the NRC deliberated very carefully
concerning the possibility of serious generic concerns that might
require shutdown of the other nuclear power plants designed by Babcock
and Wilcox, the nuclear steam system supplier for the Three Mile Island
plant.

The results of our review in this area led us to the conclusion

that although shutdowns were not warranted at other B&W plants, it was
important to require these other utilities to make changes in operating
procedures and to carry out supplementary training of their operators.
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These required actions were taken promptly and are being followed up by
increased inspection activities.

First, an NRC Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin was transmitted on
April 1, directing licensees operating B&W reactors to perform ·a series
of specific reviews and actions.

The licensees must respond by tomorrow.

Our onsite inspectors will monitor compliance with this Bulletin.

The

NRC Headquarters staff will review the responses promptly and act upon
them accordingly.

This Bulletin was supplemented by another on April 5

that provided additional specific operating

i~structions

based on our

augmented understanding of the events at Three Mile Island.

(Copies of

these Bulletins are attached for the record.)

Second, an inspector was assigned full-time at each operating plant
having a B&W reactor by April 2.

In addition to assuring that the

Bulletins are fully understood and followed, the full-time inspector
with additional assistance from the NRC Regional Offices -- will assure
that some inspection activities will occur during each shift and that
each shift will have a clear understanding of the guidance.

Regional

and Headquarters staffs are staying in close touch with the onsite NRC
inspectors to be sure that our instructions to the licensees are being
carried out.

Furthermore, the Commission has sent a telegram to each of

the licensees with B&W reactors to underscore the seriousness with which
the Commission views this situation. (A copy is attached for the record. )
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Internally, an NRC Task Force on Generic Review of Feedwater Trlnsients
in B&W Reactors has been formed to examine the reactor and plant systems
at these plants tnat provided protection against feedwater transients.
The Task Force report is expected to be completed before the end of this
month.

W~

will carefully review that information and take whatever

further action may be appropriate.

Pending completion of our review of the responses to the April 1 Bulletin
and in view of the actions which the NRC has taken and our current
understanding that operator errors played an important role in the
accident, we believe there is reasonable assurance that the plants can
continue to operate without danger to the public health and safety.
:\~

/ •
1

y

. \'

V'~" ~.,A 1though
1\0

Commi ssi.oner Bradford agrees fully that the aforementioned

.{
specific procedures are prudent and provide a considerably enhancad 1 ~ ~ .4r"
,.--we
level of assurance, he would await the report of this Task Force before

sharing fully in this conclusion.

Before describing the situation at Three Mile Island, I should like to
comment on President Carter's role.

From the outset .we have kept the

President fully informed concerning the accident.

He has been most

helpful in providing us with his personal views and suggestions and in
waking available to the NRC a communications network.

Moreover, his

visit to the site on April 1 helped alleviate the growing anxiety of the
people in the area.
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In his recent energy address, the President expressed concern about the
accident and directed that an independent Presidential Commission be
established to investigate the causes of the accident and to make
recommendations on how the safety of nuclear power plants can be improved.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will, of course, cooperate fully with
the Presidential Commission in every way.

Initial Events
At about 4:00a.m. on March 28, 1979, an event occurred which lead to the
accident at the Three Mile Island Unit No. 2 facility.

The sequence of

events included a loss of feedwater flow, the sticking open of a primary
relief valve, the premature turning off of the emergency core cooling
system, and later the turning off of all reactor coolant pumps.

Shortly·

before 7:00a.m. a site emergency was declared by the utility as it
became apparent that the reactor fuel had

be~n

damaged.

I would now like to have Mr. Darrell Eisenhut go through the detailed
sequence of events, as we understand them now, in the first hours of the
accident.

Then I will resume my statement.

\o·.'l11

~~~

-
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At about 7:00 a.m. on March 28th, the licensee notified the State of
Pennsylvania.

At 7:45a.m., the licensee reached the NRC Region I

office, and within
was operating.

~

hour the NRC Incident Response Center in Bethesda

The White House was alerted at 9:15a.m., and by

10:05 a.m. the first NRC Response Team was on
inspectors from our Region I office.

1M;:'"

th~site,

a group of five

At 10:15 a.m. the Commission was

briefed by the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.
NRC had 11 people and a mobile laboratory van from the Region I Office
on site by evening; radiological assistance teams from Brookhaven Laboratory
were monitoring the site vicinity from mid-afternoon on.

An Aerial

~L~Ko..., ~c.K.--,

,u,,s.fl

Monitoring Survey aircraft also was at the site by mid-afternoon.

NRC

strength at the site increased to 29 on Thursday and 83 on Friday.

(A

brief chronology of these response actions is attached for the record.)

From Wednesday on, there were continuing releases of radioactive gas
evolving from the reactor cooling water which had been pumped from the
containment building to the auxiliary building.

Despite efforts to halt

these releases, they increased on Friday morning.

This situation led

to a decision by Governor Thornburgh -- on the Commission's recommendation
to advise preschool children and pregnant women to leave the S-mile zone
nearest the reactor.

The releases were greatly

redu~ed

on Friday afternoon

when some of the water in the auxiliary building was pumped to storage
tanks emptied for that purpose.

NRC increased the level of its onsite

team, and Harold Denton, the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, was

(1~-+'r
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~~~.

placed in chargel'- Communications and transportation support were supplied
at White House direction.

Other Federal agencies provided additional

assistance.

NRC received the full cooperation of Pennsylvania State government
officials as well as other Federal agencies.

Nowhere was this cooperation

more apparent than in the vitally important area of radiological monitoring.
For instance, the Department of Energy's Aerial Monitoring Survey airplane
was on station over the site within a few hours.

Personnel from the

Pennsylvania State Bureau of Radiological Health were making measurements
from Thursday afternoon onward.

Radiological monitoring efforts were

also carried out by HEW and EPA teams.
I

{,V{( ~(V... ehfi:Nlv<.

"1{..

~~ /-u-.

..--..}'kN'l"-"f'

On Friday, it was recognized that the early core damage/fad formed a
substantial quantity of hydrogen gas, some of which was thought to have
collected in the reactor pressure vessel above the core.

One concern

was that if the reactor pressure was decreased, the hydrogen bubble
would grow and might
the core.

int~rfere

with the flow of cooling water through

Another was that oxygen generated by radiolysis of water

might accumulate -- with the potential for forming a flammable mixture.
The Commission considered recommending additional evacuation measures
beyond those previously recommended to Governor Thornburgh -- whicb I
indicated in my press conference on Saturday afternoon -- but decided that
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increased protective action was not necessary.

I should note that at

:r ~/G. ~11/jJ

J

one time or another from Friday morning through Sunday,Amembers of the
senior staff and various Commissioners proposed either stronger advisories
or actual evacuation of people within
Three Mile Island.

a two or five mile circle around

However, the estimates

MA

a. . .1-. '" t..

d

from~-itaff

at the site

remained considerably more optimistic than those which could be based on
the more limited information available t&

ijS

i~~shro~TtoR

or 6ithes4a.

Consequently, stronger recommendations were not made to Governor Thornburg.
The precise timing and content of the various proposed Commission
recommendations will certainly be made public as soon as all of the
relevant tapes and notes can be reviewed and transcribed.
will then be

promptl~

The information

furnished to the Congress.
jf/.4 <(

By Sunday, April 1, it appeared that efforts to

under~~

the hydrogen bubble were meeting with some success.

~ver

ytJ~

and manage
the follow;ng

few days, the bubble was reduced to negligible size by degassing with
the pressurizer spray and the letdown flow and by gas dissolving in the
reactor coolant water.

Further analysis had also indicated that little,

if any, oxygen could be evolved in the hydrogen-rich conditions of the
reactor system.

Thus, the period of immediate crisis passed and the

reactor cooldown process could proceed

witho~t

the hydrogen bubble

problem.

The entire recovery operation is being conducted in a way that minimizes
the release of radioactivity from the site and that requires very carefu l
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consideration and concurrence by the on-site NRC team in every significant
action taken.

With the reactor in a stable cooling status since early

in the accident, we have been very cautious about moving to.o rapidly in
the recovery operations lest we encounter situations that have not been
carefully thought out.

I am convinced that this is the correct approach,

even though, from the public•s point of view, it may seem to prolong the
emergency.

J&sk
Let me now give you a brief status report on the current situation at
Three Mile Island.

I was at the site again last Sunday and have been in

close contact with Harold Denton and his team at the site throughout the
accident.

Conclusion
The staff has identified six main factors that caused and increased the
severity of the accident.
1.

These are as follows:

At the time of the initiating event, loss of feedwater, both of the
auxiliary feedwater trains were valved . out of service.

This was

a violation of the plant Technical Specifications.

2.

The pressurizer electromatic relief valve, which opened during the
initial pressure surge, failed to close when the pressure decreased
below the actuation level.

This failure was not recognized and the

relief line closed for some time.
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3.

Following rapid depressurization of the pressurizer, the pressurizer
level indication may have lead to erroneous inferences of high level
in the reactor coolant system.

The pressurizer level indication

apparently led the operators to prematurely terminate high pressure
injection flow, even though substantial voids existed in the reactor
coolant system.

4.

Because the containment does not isolate on high pressure injection
(HPI) initiation, the highly radioactive water from the relief valve
discharge was pumped out of the containment by the automatic initiation
of a transfer pump.

This water entered the radioactive waste treatment

system in the auxiliary building where some of it overflowed to the
floor.

Outgassing from this water and discharge through the auxiliary

building ventilation system and filters was the principal source of
the offsite release of radioactive noble gases.

5.

Subsequently, the high pressure injection system was only intermittently
operated to control primary coolant inventory losses through the
electromatic relief valve, apparently based on pressurizer level
indication.

Due to the presence of steam and/or noncondensible

voids elsewhere in the reactor coolant system, this led to a further
reduction in primary coolant inventory.

6.

Tripping of reactor coolant pumps during the course of the transient,
presumably to protect against pump damage due to pump vibration, led
to fuel damage since voids in the reactor coolant system prevented
natural circulation.

- 12 As I remarked at the beginning, I am deeply concerned about the accident
at Three Mile Island and its implications.

Even though, as far as we

can determine at this time, no one was exposed to dangerous radiation
levels, the accident was indeed serious.

The

liv~s

of the people in

the neighboring communities were disrupted and many individuals experienced
personal hardships.

And, of course, the economic consequences of the

accident are substantial.

We cannot tolerate accidents of this kind and

we must take whatever steps are necessary to prevent them.

We have a lot to learn from the Three Mile Island accident.

I· would

like to emphasize here that I'm not just thinking of improved hardware
or procedures, or other technical fixes.
framework itself.

I'm thinking of the regulatory

I do not see the Three Mile Island accident and its

implications as matters that can be addressed exclusively on a technical
plane.

For example, the total response of all parties involved reveals that a
critical reexamination of the relationship among licensees, regulators
and support groups during crisis management is needed.

I do not mean to

convey any impression of conflict among these groups arising out of the
Three Mile Island accident.

Indeed, cooperation has been very good.

However, during these last 2 weeks we in NRC have been heavily involved
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in operational matters that we normally expect to be primarily the
licensee's responsibility, subject to our review and approval.

Our

involvement in these matters has been appropriate under the circumstances,
but we believe that we now should look more carefully at our preplanned
role in crises.

It is possible that· legislative action may be needed in

this area.

We have been sorely taxed to assemble NRC personnel from our other
Regional Offices and our licensing offices to provide onsite NRC staff
support.

We may _find that our budget planning has inadequately considered

the impact of short-term heavy demands such as the Three Mile Island
accident.

It is already clear to me that among the likely areas where improvements
should be made are first, a substantial upgrading of reactor operator
training with respect to plant transients and off-normal conditions.
Second, we should put more emphasis in our staff reviews and safety
regulations on safety measures to deal with plant transients originating
in the secondary or steam-producing side of nuclear power plants.
Third, we must carefully reexamine the sensitivity of all plant designs
to these transient situations and we must reexamine the automatic safety
systems that deal with them.

Finally, we must make certain that our

licensing review and our inspection procedures are as capable as we can
make them of preventing the mistakes that were made at Three Mile
Island.
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April 1, 1979
IE Buil eti n r!o. 79-05

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND
Description of Circum~tances:
On .March 28, 1979 the Three Mile Island · Nuclear Pcwer Plant, Unit 2
expet"i e:nced core damage \·thi ch . resulted frc:n a series of events v:hi ch

were initiated by a loss of feedwater transient.

Several aspects of the

incic!~nt

may have general applicability in addition to apparent generic
ap:Jiicability at opet·ating Babcock and ;·!ilcox reactors. This bulletin
is provided to inform you of the nuclear incident and to request certain
act~ons.

Actions To Be Taken By. Licensees

..

•t.
•.c•
t.
... •
• ...
•
d ,. .
. d" .. 1
(A •..
tt:r!ougn' 1:1
12 SlJeC111c causes .. ave no-. oe:n ce~.er~ir;e · 1or ·1n ·1Vlc:..:a
sequences in the Three t·~ile Is1~nd e·-:ent, so:::: · of the fo11m-:ir.g rr:~y have
contdbuted.·)

For all Babcock and Wilcox pressurized water reactor facilities with an
operating 11cense:

1.

Reviei·/ the description (Enc1osu~·e 1) of the initiating events and
subsequent course of the incident. Also revie;·t the evaluation by
the NRC staff of a postulated severe· f~edwater transient related
to Babcock and Wilcox PWRs as described in Enclosure 2.
These revie\·!s should be directed at assessing· the adequacy of your
reactor systems to safely sustain cool do•.·m transients such as
·these.

2.

Review any transients of a similar nature which ha ve occ urr2d at
your facility and dc:teriiiir.e \·thether any significant deviations frow
expected performance occurred. If any sisnificant deviations are
fc~!'!d, pl'OVide the details and ~n ana1ysis of ti~e sigr.ificc:.nce and
any corrective actions taken. This ~aterial m~y be identified by
•
.
1
b ......... d >co "C• ..h e 1;;-,
•. ,..,C
)'ei~r~nce 1 r p1·ev1ous y su :iil1..1..e
•
~

3.

~

R::vie·.-: the actions r2quired by your op2:--atins p :·o:Q~u;es fa t' ccpin_s
\·: ith transients. The iteil:s that should be r:d::·ess~d incl ud2:
I

I ,.. ..... ~l<'l'"1·nI
;;'.' :,'-' 1

' - '-

i~o.

79-05

Ap:·i 1 1, 1979
P~ge 2 of 3

a.

Recognition of the possibility of fo~·ming voids in the pdr.1a1·y
coolant syster.1 large enough to ccmpnJ;nise the core cooi ing
capabi1 ity.

b.

Operator acti an required to prevent the formation of such
voids . .

c.

Operator aciicn required to ensure continuid core cooling in
the event that such voids are fon:i2d.

.

f..r

•

Review the actions requested by th~ operating procedures and the
training instructions to assure that operators do not override autcm~tic
actions of engineered safety features '.'ti thout sufficient cause for
d:::>ing so.

5.

R.evie'•! all safety related valve pasitions and positior.i11g requirements to assure that engineered safety features ~nd related cquipr:}~nt such as the _auxiliar·y feech·:ater system, can perform their
intended function~. Also review related procedures, such as those
for mainte~anca and testing, to assure that such va10es are returne~
to their co:·1·ect positions fo1lo•,·iing nec;;ssary·n:anipul;:d:.ions.

6.

Rev~ew

your operating sod2s and procedures for all systems d~signed
to transfer potentially radioactive gases and Tiquids out of the
contain;Tient to assur·e that undesired lJL:~;Jir.g of radioil.ctive liquids
_and gases will not occur inadvertently.

·In parti cu1 a r assure that such an occurr;nce v:ou1 d not be caused by
the rese-tting of engineered safety featun:s instrur;:entaticn. List
a11 such systems and indicate:
a.

\·:nether interlocks exist to pre-vent transfer \·!hen high
radiation indication exists and,

b.

~hether such systsrns ~re isolated by

the containment

•

"!

signal.

7.

••

lSOl2r.IOi1

Re•.'ie·.-1 your prom!it n:pot~tir.g procedures fo7"" t:RC iiotificatic:n to
assure ve1~y early r.otificatio:1 of ser~io~s events.

1 !~£: d2tailed t·~sults of thes2 revie'.-IS sh.::.11 b:: sub:nitted ~-1ithi:1 t~n
(18) days of the r~c~il)t of this Bu11c:tin.

Ar>dl 1, 1979

IE Su11etin r:o. 79-05

Page 3 of 3

-

P.2po-c·ts should be s ub:ni tted to the Di r~ctor of the appropriate i·:Rc
R~gional

Offic2 and a

~opy

should be

for~ard~d

to the

~RC

Office of

Inspection and Enforc2ment, Divisi'cn of R:2.cto1' CoitStruction Inspection"
t·:.a shington, D.C. 2055.5 .
~ ...

For all other operating reacto; or reactors under construction) t~is
Bulletin is for information purposes and no report is requested.
Appra'.·a1
ci':en under a blanket clearance specifically for identified generic
problc:;;s·.

Appro'.'ed by GAO, Bl80225 (R0072); ·ciearanc2 ex:Jires 7-31-80.
\·!as

.·

IE Bulletin No. 79-05
Acldr:ssee:

Enclosed is IE Bulletin· No. 79-05, \·Jhich requires action by you .\·:ith
rega!·cl to your- pm·:er reactor facility( i es)

a construction

\Fi

th an

aper~ting

.1 i cense· or

pel·lni~·-

Should you have any questions rega1·ding this Bulletin or the actions
required by you, please contact this office.

Sincerely,

Sic.nature

(R~gional Director)

.Enc1 csures:
1.. IE Bulletin i-lo. 79-05

and Er.c1osures
2.

List of IE Bulletins
issued in the- past
12 months

·.....

(D:·2.ft lc~ter to a11 po·..;~~~ reactor fc:!cilities \·:ith. an operatins 1ice~se
• of 2· co :1 struction perr.1it)
IE Bulletin No. 79-05

The enclosed Bul1etin 79-05 is fon:arded to you for infor-rr:a.tior:.
\·:ritten response is requi1~ea.

f:o

.·

If you desire additional inforiTiation'

regtn·ding this rr:atter-; plea.se contact this office.

The Pre1imir.ary

Hotification of the subject incident (Enclosur-e 1) \·Jill continue to be
issued periodically".

These \·!ill be fon.·arded to you.as they are issu;::d.
Sincerely,

Sign~ture

(Regional Director)
Enc1osur-es:

·1.
2.

IE 3u11etin

~:o.

79-05

and Enc1osm~es
List of IE Bull~tins
issued in the past
12 months

,
....

..

..

ENCLOSURE 2
A loss of offsite

power~

occurred at Davis-Besse. c~ Novemb2r 29)

1977~

\·:hich resulted in shrinkag~ of the pri~~ry coolant volu;r;e to the degree
that · pressurizer level indication \·tas lost.

A

recor.-.-nend.~tion

att~ched

this information to certain hearing boards r2su1 ted in the
discussion and evaluation of the event.
review of a

los~

to convey

This discussion includes a

of feedwater safety analysis assuming forced

flow~

\·;h"\ch pr7dicts dispersed prim:.ry systeiTI voiding, but. no loss of core
cooling.

fot~ced

Durir.g the Three Hi1e Island event, hm·;ever, the

appecn·s to have been terminated duc-ing the trc;-:-sient.

.;.

.
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4/14/78

AJl Power Reactof
·Facilities ~ith an
OL or.CP

-5/31/78

A11 Po'tter Reactor

Is~ue9

To

!:o.

78-05

Malfunctic~ing

t·i~de 1

78-06

CR lOS X

Defective Cutl e:r-

Facilities with an
OL or CP

Han1;iie r, Type H Re 1ays

Hith DC Coils'
78-07

Protection afforded
by Air-Line Respirators
and Supplied-Air Hoods

6/12/78

All Pm·ter Reactor
Facilities with an
OL, all class E and F
·
. ..t' eac~oOiS
.~.
•
..oesearcn
\·ii ..r1
an OL, all Fuel Cycle
Facilities with an OL,
and all ?t-iority 1
Material Licensees
.L,

1•

78-08

Radiation Levels fro~
Fuel Element Transfer
Tubes

6/12/78

All Pm·;er and
Research Reactor
Facilities with a
Fua1 Element
transfer tube and
c.n OL

6/14/79

A11 BHR Pm·ier
Reactor Facilities
with . an OL or CP

6/27/78

A11 BHR P0 \·:2 ., ,

.
78-09

78-10

.
BHR Dry\·:e11 Leakage

Paths Associated with
Inadequate Dr)'\·:ell
tlosures
·
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Hydraulic Shock
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Spring Coils

.

Reactoi Facilities
v:i th an OL. o l' CP
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78-11

Examiric:tion of Mark I
Containment Torus
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7/21/78
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Facilities for
action: ?each

Botto8 2 and 3,
Quad. Cities l and
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cello and Vermont
Yan~:ee

78-12

78-12PI

78-128

'!.~-'-a-ia1
Atypical Held l.~t..-•
in Reactor Pr·essure
Vessel t·:e 1ds
.
Aty9i cal Held H~te·ri 21
· in Reactor- Pressu·(e
·Vessel 1',';e 1a::.

·Aty9i cal Held

i·~ate ria 1

9/29/78

OL or CP

11/24/78

Failures In Source H~ads
of Kay-Ray, Inc., Gauges
f·~:lde1 s 7050, 70503' 7051,
7051B, 7060, 70603, 7061
and 70618

All

Po~er Rea~tor

Facilities with an
· OL or CP

3/19/79

in Reactor Pressure
Vessel Helds
78-13

Pm;~r Reactor·
Facilitie~ with ·an

All

Ali Power

Reacto~ .

Faci1 i ties \dtlt an
OL or CP

10/27/78

A11 gene 1'2.1 and

12/19/73

Ail GC: S~·IR facil it i ~5
with ~n OL or CP

specific licensees
with t he subject
Kay-Ray, Inc.
gal!ges

,

78-14

Deterioration of Buna-N
COr:i;Jonsnts In ASCO
Solenoids

79-01

En vi 1-onm:n ·~a 1 Qualification of CliJ.SS IE Equi prr:-:nt

2/8/79

All Pc~er Reacto~
Faci 1 i ti 2s v:i th an
OL or CP
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Pipe Support Base Plate
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Expansion Anchor Bolts
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All ?o·.-;er Reactor
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A11 Power Reacto~
Facilities with an

8ul1etin
flo.

Type 304
Stainless Steel Pipe Spools
r·:anufactured By Youngstm·:n
Helding _and Engineering Co.
In ASt·tE SA-312

79-04

Incorrect Weights fer
Swing Check Valves

Hanufactured by '!elan
Engineering Corporation

....

Facilities with an
OL or C?

OL

.o1

1

CP
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ATTACHMENT 2
UNIT!O STAT--I

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
-~ WASHINGTON. 0. c. 20566

April s, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

B. H. Grier,

Dire~tor,

Region I

J. P. O'Reilly, Director, Region II
J. G. Keppler, Director, Region III

K. V. Seyfrtt, Director, Region IV
R. H. Enge1ken, Director, Region V

I

FROM:

Norman C. Moseley, Director, Division of Reactor
Operations Inspection, OIE

SUBJECT:

IE BUl..L:.IlN 79-QSA,
ISLAND
!

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE:

The subject IE Bulletin should be d1spatchad for action

by Apri1 S,
1979, to a11 6&W power reactor facilities with an operating 1icense.
The Bulletin must be faxed fo B&W facilities by April 5.

Subject bulletin and enclosures should also be dispatched for information to a11 other power reactor facilities with an operating license
and to a11 power ~eactcr fa~ilities with a construction permit.
·.~.:;,_~-~

· ::_~

:." . -·
...~

. :::.

ua

~

Bu1letin, Enclosures thereto ar.d draft letters -~-t-h=
licensee are enclosed for this purpose. The continuing Preliminary
Notifications of the incident should continue to be forwarded as they
a~ received in accordance :with the transmittal memorand~m for
IE Bulletin 79-QS.

'The te;r.L

Ute

!

~~~~
•
1ey, Oi rector
~
..,:.J:~orma

~-ose

Divis1 n of Reactor Operations
Inspection
Office of Inspection and Enforcerr~nt

Enclosures:
1. Draft Transmittal Letter
to a11 B~ Operating !Licensees
2. Or~it Transmittal Letter
to all other Operatin~ Licensees
and Construction Pe~1t Holders.
3. IE Bu11etin No. 79-0SA~
(w/enclosures - 2) ~

CONTACT: 0. C.

Ki~kpatrick,

49-28180

!

!

IE

·- .
(Draft letter to B&W power reactor facilities with an operating 1icense.}

IE Bulletin No. 79-0SA
Addressee:
Enclosed is IE Bulletin No. 79-0SA, which requires action by you with
regard to your power reactor ;facility(ies) with an operating license.

Should you have any questions regarding this Bulletin or the actions
required by you, please contact this office.
Sincerely,

S1 gnature

(Regional Director)
Enclosure:
IE Bulletin No. 79-0SA
with Enclosures

(Draft letter- to a11 power reactor facilities with an operati.ng license
or a construction permit.}

IE Bulletin No. 79-0SA
Addressee: -

ine enclosed Su11et1n 79-0SA 'is forwarded to you for
written response is required.

!

info~ation.

If you desire addi.tiona1 information

;

regarding this

matt~r.

please contact this office.
· Sincerely,

Sf gnature

(Regional Director)

Enclosure:

IE Bulletin No. 79-0SA
with Enclosures
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IE Bulletin 79-05.

NUCLEAR INCIDENT AT THREE MILE ISLAND - SUPPLEMENT
Description of Circumstances;

. . . ...

-~

:

-:··;-··
:: ..

·~ =-

.••• • .

Preliminary inforw~tion received by the NRC since issuan~e of IE
Bulletin 79-05 on Apri1 1, 1979 has identified six potential human,
design and mechanical failures which resulted in the core damage and
radiat1on releases at the Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear plant. The
information and actions in this supplement c1arify and extend the originc
Bulletin and transmit a preliminary chronology of the TMI accident
through the first 15 hours (Enc1osure 1).
1.

At the time of the initiating event, loss of feedwater, both of ~1e
auxiliary feedwater trains were valved out of service.

2.

The pressurize't" electrci1atic. relief valve, which opened during
the initia1 pressure surge, failed to close when the pressure
decreased below the actuation level •

3.

Following rapid depressurization of the pressurizer, the pressuriz~
indication may have lead to erroneous inferences of high
level in the reactor coolant system. The pressurizer level indicat
apparently led the operators to prematurely tenninate high pressure
injection flew~ ev~n though substantial voi"ds existed in the reacto
coolant system.

4.

Because the containment does not isolate on high pressure injection
(H?I) initiation, the highly radioactive wat~r from the relief
valve discharge was pumped out of the containment by the aut~uatic
initiation of a transfer pump. This water entered the radioactive
· waste treatment system in the auxiliary building where some of it
overflowed to the floo.-.. Outgassing from this water and disc.'1arge
through thg auxiliary building ventilation system and filters was
the principal source of the offsite release of.radioactive nob1e
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the high pressure injection system was inte~ittent1 .
to control primary coo1ant inventory losses
through the e1ectrcmatfc relief valve, apparently based on
pressurizer leve1 indication. Due to the presence of steam and/or
noncondensib1e voids elsewhere in the reactor coo1ant system~
this led to a ~urther reduction in primary coolant inventory.

Subsequently~

operated

attemp~ng

IE Bulletin 79-0SA

..

~-·-

~·

:....-.· ..

6.

~;:
-- -'?~:?""-

~9

~:-:

-:~..,._. :;

To Be Taken by

.
:
Licens~es:
'

For a11 Babcocx and Wilcox press uri zed water r€actor faci l i t1 es wf th an
operating license (the actions specified below replace those specified
in IE Bulletin 79-QS):
.1
(This item c1ar-ifies and expands upon item 1. of IE Bulletin 79-05. )
In addition to the review of circumstances described in Enc1osura 1
of IE Bulletin 79-QS, review the enclosed preliminary chronology of
the THI-2 3/28/79 accid~t. This review should be directed toward
understanding the sequence of events to ensure .a gainst such an
accident at your faci1ity(ies).
·
·

.:.:.i..-:.'
_ :.~ ·: .:

2. ·
...·

(This it-em clarifies anq expands upon item 2. of IE Bulletin 79-05.)
Review any transients similar to the Davis Sesse event (Enclosure 2
of IE Bulletin 79-05) and any others which contain similar elements
from the enclosed chronology (Enclosure 1) which have occu~d at
your faci1ity(ies). If any significant deviations from expected
performance are identifi.2d in your review, provide details and an
analysis of the safety significance together with a description of
any corrective actions taken. Reference may be made to PTevious
information provided tc :the NRC, if appropriate, in responding to

·.~-~-:'~'""-

.7. - _: . . •

·-:u.. ·:;

th1s

3.
::~ ·

April 5, 1979
P.aga 2 of 5

1r-1pping of reactor coolant pumps during the course of the transient.
to protect against pump ~air.age due to PUtr:tJ vibr-ation, led to fuel
dar.~ge since voids in the reac~r coolant system prevented natural
ci r-cul a·ti on.
~

~~tions

1.

·.~

.. _ '

i~.

·

(Tnis item clarifies item 3. of IE Bulletin 79-05.}
Rev1e~
~th

the actions requ1red by your operating procedures for copi.ng
transients and accidents, with particular attention to:

a.

Recognition of the :possibility of forming voids in the prima~J
coolant system large enough to compromise the core coo1i.ng
capabi11ty. especially natura1 circulation capability.

b.

Operator action required to prevent the
voids.

c.

Operator .action required to enhance core coo11ng in the event
such voids ..are for-...ed.

---=~ -

fo~~tion

of such

. ..

-"9ri 1 5. 1979
?a;4 3 c:rf 5

IE Sullatin 7~

. .~· ·

4.

(7h1s 1U:s cl.tri f1e-s ir-..d ~

L:;X:n

t..._.

Rrrii'W
1ctic::ns di~...ed t:y the
1n.s ~-.JC:1 ens t.o e1't$ u n ~.a~

••

~r:to~
s~f~ty

~ntin<J ~rcc.a<!1.1T't.S·

£nd

~ining

co not c-Verrlee aut.c:mat1c act-tons of engine-ered

foat:Jr"'e$.
I

b.

1t.e5 4. r:f IE !u11 e-t1a 79-05.)

.

currently, or are revisad to, s~ify
that if the high pressure 1njectiol'\ (HPI) syste.q'l has been
au~at1ea11y actuated because of low pressure condition,
· 1t must remain in operation until either:
~nting prccedu~s

(1)

Both 1aw pressure injection (LPI) pumps are in operation
and f1ow1ng at a rate in excess of 1000 gpm each and the
situation has been stabl~ for 20 ~inut~s, or

(2)

The HPI system has been 1n operation

fo~ 20 minutes,
and all hot and cold leg temperatures are at least
50 d~grees below the saturation temperaturg for the
existing RCS pressure. If 50 degree subcoo1ing cannot
be ma1nta1ned after HPI cutoff, the HP! sha11 be
reactivated. ~

c.

Operating procedurow5 currently, or are revised to, specify
that in the event cf HPI initiation, with reactor coolant
pumps (RC?) operati~g. at least one RCP per loop shall ramain
operating.
.

d.

Operators are provided additional infonnation and instructions
to not rely upon pressurizer level indication alone, but to

also examine pressurizer pressure and other plant parameter
indieations in evaluating plant conditions, e.g., water
inventor:t in the ~actor primary system.

5.

(This item revises itemS. of IE Bulletin 79-05.)
~

_Verify that emergency feeMter valves are in the open posit~on in
~ccordance with item 8 below.
Also~ review a11 safety-related
valve pos1t1ons and positior.1ng requirements to assure that
valves are positioned (open or closed) 1n a ~cnner to ensure the

of engineered safety features. Also review
related procedures. such. as those for maintenance ar.d testing,
to en.sure that such valves are raturned to their correct positic:"lS
f:11~ng necessary ~4nipulaticns •
p~er ope~tion

.

..

IE
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Review the containment isolation initiation design and procedures,
and prepare ~nd implement all changes necessary to cause containment
isolation of all lines whose isolation does not degrade core cooling
capability upon automatic initiation of safety injection •

.

7.

For manual valves or. manually-operated motor-driven vaiv'es which
could defeat or compromise the flow of ~uxi1iary feedwater to the
steam generators, prepare and implement procedures which: .
!

a • .require that such ~ valves be locked in their correct position;
or
·
b.
8.

require other similar positive

~osition

controls.

Prepare and implement immediately procedures which assu~ that two
independent steam gP.nerator auxiliary feedwater flow paths, each with
100~ flow CGpacity, are ope1·able at any time when heat N!moval from
the primary system is through the steam generators. When two independent lOO~ capacity 'fiow paths are not avai1ab1e, the capacity
.sha11 be restored within 72 hours or the plant shal1 be placed in a
cooling mode which does not rely on steam generators for cooling
within the next 12 hours.
'

When at least one 100% capacity flow path is
reactor shall be made :subcr1tical within one
placed in a shutdown coolin9 mode which does
·generators for cooling within 12 hours or at
shutdown rate.
t

9.

not available, the
hour and the facility
not rely on steam
the maximum safe

'

(This item revises item 6 of IE Bulletin 79-05.}
~

Review you~ operating 'modes and procedures for all systems designed
to transfer potentially radioactive gases and liquids out of t he
primary cantainment to assure ~hat undesired pumping of radioactive
liquids and gases wi11 not occur inadvertently.
In

particular~

ensure "that such an occurrence would not be caused

by the resetting of engineered safety features instrumentation.

all such systems and

List ·:

~nd1cate:
I

a.

Whether interlocks exist to prevent transfer when high radiat i on
indication exists, and

b. · Whether such systems are isolated by the containment isolation
signa1.
~-

T
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10.

Review and ~redify as ne~essar~ you·r maintenance and test procedures
to ensure tnat they require:
a.

Verification. by inspection, of the operability of redundant
safety-related systems prior to the removal of any safetyrelated system from service.

b.

Verification of the operability of a11 safety-related systems
when they- are retu!"fled to service fo11owi.ng maintenance or testing.

c.

·A means of notifyi ~g 1nvo1 ved reactor operating personnel
whenever. a safety-related
system is removed from and returned
,
t o serv1ce.
!

11.

A11 operating and ~~intenance personnel should be ~ade aware of the
extreme ser1ousness and ~ consequences of the simultaneous blocking
of both auxilia~ feedwater trains at the Three Mile Island Ur.it 2
plant and other actions ;taken during the early phases of the accident.

12.

Review your pr~pt reporting procedures for NRC notification to
assure very early notification of serious events.

For Babcock and ~ilcox pressurized water reactor facilities with an
operating license. ~spend to Items 1, 2, 3, 4.a and 5 by Apr11 ll,
1979. Since these items are 'substantially the same as these specified in
IE Bu11etin 79-05, the required date for response has not been changed.
Respond to Items 4.b t.iro.ugh ·4.d, and 6 through 12 by April 16, 1979.
Reports should be submitted to the Director of the appropriate NRC
R.egional Office and a copy should be fo~arded to the NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, Division of Reactor Operations Inspection.
Washington • DC 20555.
;
-~

. .

.For all other reactors with an operating license or construction permit,
this Bulletin is for information purposes and no written response is
required.
'
App~ved by

GAO, B 180225 (R0072); clearance expires 7-31-80. Approval
was. given under a blanket clearance specifica11y for identif1ed generic
r;roblems.

.

.

·-, .
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Enclosures:

P~1iminary Chronology

cif TMI-2

3/38/79
Accident Until Core COoling Restored.

2.

List of IE Bulletins issued in 1ast 12 months.

. :.
~

Enclosure 1 to

IE Bulletin 79-0SA
Apri 1 5, 1979
PRELIMINAKY

CHRONOLOGY OF TMI-2 3/28/79 ACCID8~T
UNTIL .CORE COOLING RESTORED
TIHE (Approximate)

EVENT

about 4 AH
(t = 0)

Loss of Condensate Pump
Loss of Feedwater
Turbine Trip

t

= 3-6

t

= 9-12

t

= 12-15

t

= 1s ·sec.

sec.

E1ectromatic relief valve opens (2255 psi)
to relieve pressure in RCS ·

sec.

Reactor trip on high RCS pressure
{2355 psi)
Res pressure decays to 2205 psi
(relief valve should have closed)

sec.

RCS hot leg temperature peaks at
611 degrees F, 2147 psi (450 psi over
saturation)
A11 th~e auxiliary feedwater pumps running
at pressure (Pumps 2A and 28 start!d at
turbine trip). No flow was injected since
discharge valves were closed.

t - 30 sec.

Pressurizer level indication begins to
rise rapidly
t

=l

t

:a

Steam Generators A and 8 seconda~ 1eve1
very low - drying out over next eouple of
minutes.

min.

ECCS initiation (HPl) at 1600 psi

2 min.

. ·-.·

Pressurizer 1eve1 off sca1e - high - one
HPI pump manua 11y trip pee! at ab·out 4 min.
30 sec. Second pump tripped at ebout
10 min. 30 sec.

t .= 4- 11 min.

t

= 6 min.

RCS f1ashes as pressure bottoms out at
1350 psig (Hot leg temperature of

f

t • .7 min •• 30 ~c.

~.

584 degrees F)

Reactor building sump pump came on.

2 !

l· EVE«T

dHF.

t • 8 min.

= 8 min.

t

Auxiliary feedwater flow is initiated
by opening closed valves

18 sec.

t - B min. 21 sec.
t

= 11 min.

t = 11.;.12 min.

= 15

t

min.

t • 20 - 60 min.

; Ste~~

Generate~

: Steam Generator A pressure starts to recover
Pressurizer level

=l

1ndic~tion

:on scale and decreases

comes back
·~

· Makeup Pump (ECCS HPI flow) · restarted
operators

by

RC Drain/Quench Tank rupture disk blows at

190 psig (setpoint 200 psig) due to continued
· discharge of electrorr"~tic: relief valve

System parameters stabilized in saturatad
condition at abcut 1015 ps1g and about
: 550 degrees F. ·
RC pumps in Loop B

t = l hour, 15 min.
t

B ptessure reached minimum

RC pumps in Loop A

hour, 40 min.

t = l-3/4 - 2 hours

t

=2.3

hour

Electromatic re1ief valve isolated by
operator after S.G.-8 isolated to prevant
i leakage

.

:~

":.·

t

= 3 hours

.RCS pressure increasas to ZlSO psi and
e1ectrcr.~tic relief valve opened

t = 3.25 hours

.RC drain tank

t = 3.8 hours

; RC c!rai n ta.nk pressure spike of 11 psi

= 5. hours

· Peak containment pressure of 4.5 psig

t

spike of 5 psig
.

RCS p~ssure 1750; contair.~~nt pressure
increases from 1 to 3 psig
I

I

t • 5 - 6 hours

pressu~e

. r:

.

. ;RCS pressure increased

"'*!to 2100 psi
i

f~

1250 psi to

..
..

.- 3 -

TIME

; ·EVENT

t

= 7.5 hours

Operator opens electromatic relief valve to
depressurize RCS to attempt initiation of
RHR at 400 psi

t

=8

RCS pressure decreases to about ;oo psi
Core Flood Tanks partially discharge

t •

... 9 hours

10 hour

t

= 13.5

t

= 13.5 - 15
= 16 hours

t

28 psig containment pressure spike, containrnant
sprays initiated and stopped after 500 gal. of
NaOH injected (about 2 mfnutes of operation)
Electrcmatic relief valve closed to rgpressur1ze
RCS, collapse voids, and start RC pump

hours

RCS pressure increased from 650 psi to 2300 pst

hours -

RC pump in Loop A started! hot lP.g te~~erature
decreases to 560. deg-rees F, and cold leg
temperature increases to 400 degrees F.
indicating flow through steam generator

Thereafter

S/G "A" steaming to condenser

.Now (4/4)

High radiation in containment
All core thermocouples less than 460

Condenser vacuum re-established
RCS ·coo1ed to about 280 degrees F.,
1000 psi

~

degrees F•

vent valve with sma11
; tnakeup flow
; S1 ow coo 1down
RB pressure negative
. Using pressurizer

=

..

~ '

i
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LISTING OF IE ·BULLETINS
ISSUED IN LAST TWELVE MONTHS
Bulletin

Subject

Date !ssued

Issued To

78-05

~~lfunctioning of
Circuit Breaker .
Auxiliary Conta~
Hechanism-General
~del CRlOSX

4/14/78

All Power Reactor
F~ci1ities with an
OL or C?

78·06

Defective

5/31/78

A11 Power Reactor
Facilities ~th an

No.

HCJ"~Der,

Cutl~r-

Type M R:elays

With DC Coils

78-07

OL or CP

Protection afforded
Air-Line Resp~rators
and Supplied-Air. Hoods

6/12/78

All Po~r Reactor
Facilities with an
OL, all class E and F
Research Reactors with
an OL, all Fuel Cycle
Fac111ties with an OL,
and all Priority 1
~~terial Licensees

Radiation Levels. from
Fuel E1esent Tra~sfer
Tubes
'

5/lZ/78

All P01t(er and

by

75-08

~esearch Reactor
Facilities with a
Fuel E1Kent
transfer tube and

an OL.
9w~ D~e11 Leak~ge

Paths Associated ~ with
Inadequate Drywe11
Closur-es

78-10

Bergen-Paterson :
Hydraulic Shock !
Suppressor Accumulator
Spring Coils
·

6/14/79

A11 SWR PO'a'e r

Reactor Facilities

vfth an Ol or C?

6/27/78

A11 BWR Po-...er

Reactor Facilities

with an OL or CP
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LISTING OF IE BULLETINS
ISSUED IN LAST TWELVE MONTHS

Bul 1etin

Subject

Date Issued

~0.

78-11

Examin~ticn

cf ~~rk I
Torus

Contai~nt

Welds

7/21178

Issued To

BWR Power Reactor
Faci1 it1es for
action: Peach
Sottog 2 and 3,
· Quad Cities 1 and
2, H~tch 1, ~onti
cello and Vermont
Yan~ee

78-12

i8-12A
7S-12S

9/2.9ns

Atypical Weid Material
in Rsactor ?r~ssure
Vessel Welds

11124/78

Atypical 'r!eld ~aterial .

3/19/79

A11 Pecer Reactor
Facilities ~ith an
OL or CP

Failures In Source Heads
Kay-Ray, Inc.~ Gauges
~dels 7050, 70508, i051,
70518, 7060, 70608, 7061
and 706W

10/27/78

All general and
specific licensees
with the subject

Deterioration of' Buna-H

12/19/78

in Reactor Pressure

Co~onents

Solenoids
79-0l

In ASCO

Environmental Qualifica-

tion of Class

IE ~ Equipment

~:

All Power

Re~ctor

Faciliti es with an

OL or CP

of

78-14

Facilities with an

OL or CP

Vessel Wt!lds
78-13

A11 Power Reactor

Atypical \ileld Material
in Reactor Pressure
'
Vessel Welds

Kay-Ray,

Inc:.

gau~s

2/8/79

All GE BWR facilities

with an OL or CP

All Pawer Reactor

Facilities with an

OL or CP

IE Bu11ctin No. i9-05A
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LISTING OF IE BULLEiiNS
ISSUED IN LAST TWELVE HONTHS
8u11eti n

Subject

Date Issued

Issued To

3/2/79

All Power Reactor
Facilities with an
Ol or C?

~o.

79-02

Pi.pe S~port Sase Plate
·Designs Using Concrete
Expansion Anchor: Bolts

'

79-03

Longitudinal ~e1d Defects 3/12/79
In ASHE SA-312 TY?e 304
Stainless Steel Pipe Spools
Manufactured By Youngstown
Welding and Engineering Co.

All Power Reactor
Facilities with an
OL or CP

79-04

Incorrect ~eights for
Swing Check Valv~s
~nufactured by Velan
EnHineering Corp~raticn

3/30/79

A11 Power Reactor
Facilities ~1th an
OL or CP

4/1/79

A11 B&W Powar

•.

79·05

Nuclear Incident :
at Three Hile Island

Reactor Facilities
with an OL

NUCLEAR REGUU\TORY CO!-'J1ISSION

OFFICE OF WSPECTION P.tm ENFO P. CEI·;ENT
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

INCIDENT MESSAGE FORM

TO:

Com~issioners

F~Ol·1:

Lee V. Gossick, EMT ·

Attached is a preliminary chronology of NRC actions in connection with
TMI that has been prepared in connection with the April 10 hearing.
\

Copies have been provided OCA, .OPE and EDO offices involved.
cc:

\

Coi'T':nissioners (10) - 2 each
OPE
OCA

(1)
( l)
L. V. Go s sick ( 1)
E. C. Case
(2)
·J . G. Da vi s
( 2)
SP
( 1)
MPA
(2)

DATE:

4/09/79
------------------------

Contact:

Steve Conver, t-iPA

THlE:

1015

.·

/::•,r: n"

NRC REACTION TO THREE MILE ISLAN D ACCIDENT
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS (PRELIMINARY)

Attached is a chronology of the comm unications and actions regarding the
notification to NRC of the TMI accident, notifications made by NRC, actions
taken and various related communications.

The source for the entries are as shown, and, except for the entries whose
source is shown as OC Tape (telephone conversations recorded in the NRC
Operations Center in Bethesda), must be treated as preliminary in nature and
subject to later confirmation or clarification.

It must also be noted that

not all calls to and from the NRC OC were recorded due to saturation of the
comm unications system requiring use of telephone lines not recorded by the
twenty channel recorder in the Operations Center.

'-.

n

01

u ;:~

- 2 Date/Time

Source

Activity

4:00

None

Incident sequence begins.

6:50

Operations Center
(OC) tape

Licensee declares site emergency

7:02

SP Followup w/PA

Licensee notifies PEMA (Pennsylvania
Emergency 1·1anagement Agency) of site
emergency.

7:10- 7:45

Region I

Licensee attempts to contact
Region I. Duty officer and
Dep. Director en route to
office when beeper sounds.

7:24

OC tape

licensee declares general
emergency.

7:45

Reg. I

Upon opening switchboard,
Region ·r receives · message from
licensee

7:50

Reg. I

Region I contacts TMI control
room; maintains open line.

7:55

Reg. I

Region I classifies event as a
level 1 severity inc.ident in
accordance with Region I
incident response plan .

8:00

Reg. I

8:05

Various

John Davis orders Hqs Operations
Center activated. Region I
State Liaison attempts to
contact PA Bureau of Rad.
Health.

8:20

Reg. I

Region I contacts in dependent
measurement van (at Millstone
site) and orders it dispatched
to nn site.

'r .'ednesday, Harch 28
AM

......_

Region I Incident Response
Center activated; John Davis,
HQs., notified by Boyce Grier
and also by Public Affairs
(Fouchard notified by Region I
Public Affairs).

Date/Time

Source

8:23

OC tape

8:25

Inco~ing

8:30

Reg. I

8: 31

· OC Tape

Activity
Phone call from Weiss and
Moseley to Grier; John Davis
calls Gossick, who was in
conversation with Fouchard.
Tel. Log

Gossick calls Davis
PA State Police informed that
NRC emergency vehicle would be
en route.
Moseley notifies Stelle &
Eisenhut; Stelle says he will
send radiological experts to

oc
8:32

OC Tape

John Davis calls L.V. Gossick,
decision made to convene EMT

8:34

OC Tape

John Davis calls Denton•s
office; speaks to Case.

8:36

DC Tape

Davis calls Hendrie•s office;
speaks to 8111 -Dorie.
Gossick & Case arrive at
Operations Center

8:40 (approx)
8:40

OC Tape

Mike Wilbur calls Boyce Grier,
obtains technical information.

8:45

Reg. I

Five inspectors (including
health physicists) with
radiation monitoring equipment
1eave for site.

8:46

OC Tape

Davis calls Dorie, asks for
Comm. Gilinsky in Chairman•s
absence; Gilinsky not in yet.

8:48

OC Tape

Dudley Thompson notifies Tom
tarter, NMSS. No NMSS action
required.

8:49

OC Tape

Ward notifies J. Davidson,
NMSS, to make IAT notification.

8:50

Reg. I Log

Licensee calls Reg. I with
current status report.

- - 4

Date/Time

Source

Activity

8:50

Reg. I

State Liaison contacts PA
Bureau of Rad Health

8:52

OC Tape

Davis notifies Comm. Kennedy
(First Commissioner contacted)
Davis reports that he, Gossick,
Case & Fouchard are manning
EMT at o ~ c. Kennedy say~ he
will notify Commissioner
Gilinsky.

8:56

OC Tape

Gossick attempts to reach
Gilinsky through Bill Dorie
and through Gilinsky's office.
Gossick talks to John Austen
and requests that Dorie reach
the Chairman.

8:57

OC Tape

Davis notifies Commission
Ahearne

8:59

OC Tape

Bernie \.Jei ss ca 11 s DOE Emergency
OperatiDns Center

9:00

OC Tape

Bill Ward informs Randy Pine
(CA). Randy Pine indicates
that she will inform local
Congressmen (Heinz & Schweiker)
and Rep. _.

Reg. I

Second vehicle leaves Region
for site (investigator plus
inspector); Region I contacts
RAP who has already been
notified; two teams organized
and standing by.

9:00

Bob Ryan

Ryan notified by SP Region I
personnel. Arrives Hqs. OC
9:35am

9:02

OC Tape

Weiss notifies EPA (Floyd
Galpin)

9:08

SP notes

Joe Fouchard calls Carl Abrah2m,
Reg I Public Affairs

. 9: 00

- 5 -

03 te/Time

Source

Activity

9:10

OC Tape

Gossick calls Congressional
Affairs Office. Randy Pine
informs Gossick that CA had
received several inquiries
from local Congressmen.

9:10 to 9:30

OCA

OCA places call to majority
and minority staffs of House
of Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment, House Subcommittee
on Energy and Power and Senate
Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation
as well as Senators Heinz and
Schweiker and Representatives
Walker and Ertel to adivse of
declaration of site emergency
at Three Mile Island

9:06

OC Tape

Bill Ward informs Communications
Branch

9: 10

OC Tape

Grier calls Moseley to explain
technical aspects of incident.

9: 11

Incoming Log

Gilinsky calls Gossick and
Davis

OC Tape

Fouchard notifies DOE Public
Affairs Office (Bob Dulin).

. 9: 16
AFTER 9: 15 AM

Other NRC personnel began arriving at Headquarters Operations Center (OC
Tapes not yet scanned for times after 9:16am)
9: 15

OC Not ifi cat i ens

White House Situation Room Log
contacted

9:27

Incoming Log

Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency (DCPA) Calls Joe Hegner

10: OS

PN79-67

Reg. I response team arrives
at site

10:05

Reg. I

Reg I contacts EPA Hqs. (also
atte mpts to contact EPA:III)

- 6 Date/Time

Source

Activity

10:05 to 10:10

Reg. I

Discussion w/RAP re ARMS
aircraft survey. ARMS people
put on standby

10: 15

Reg. I

Onsite team informs PA Rad.
Health that they are available
for questioning.

10: 16

Incoming Log

Conference call:
and Davis

10:20

SP Log

TeJephone to PA State Rad
Health Dept. (Gerusky not
available). Call returned at
10:45 (lst liaison established
by Hqs) subsequent calls every
hour or two, starting about
5:25 pm to discuss status of
sampling and monitoring.

10:30 to 11:30

OCA

OCA calls principal oversight
committees (including appropriations subcommittees) and
Pennsylvanii representatives
from vicinity of site to .
advise of release of radioactive
materials.

10:30

Reg. I

Reg. I contacts Delaware

l 0:40

Reg. I

Reg I contacts PA Governor's
action center

10:45

Reg. I

10:30

PR#79-64

First Press Release based on
Preliminary Notification

10:40

SP Log

Press Conference (from where?)
patched through to PA Rad
Health Dept.

10:55

SP Log

Telephone call to PA Civil
Defense (second call to Operations
Officer at 11:30 am).

' ··

All Commissioners

Reg I contacts NY State Energy
Office

- 7 Date/Time

Source

Activity

10:58

Incoming Log

White House Duty Officer to
Weiss

11: 00

Reg I

Second Team arrives at site
and in control room

11:35

Reg I

FPA Region III contacted

11:45

Reg I

NJ Dept of Energy contacted

11:55

Reg I

State of MD, Power Plant
Siting council contacted

12:04

Reg. I

EPA Region III contacted

12: 10

Reg I

DOE (Valley Forge Office)
contacted

12:30

OCA

OCA calls principal oversight
committees and PA representatives regarding latest information (In fesponse to request
from Henry 1·1yers for techni ca 1
information arranged for
briefing by Mr. Stella)

1:00

Reg I

Third vehicle departs for site

1:00

Reg I

Reg I contacts MD Health Dept.

1: 01

Incoming Log . .....·

Stella calls Henry

1: 12

SP Log

SP calls VA Civil Defense

1: 30

DOE Logs

DOE advance party establishes
command post at Capitol City
Airport

2: 15

DOE Logs

ARMS helicopter arrives at
site and begins tracking.

2:30

DOE Logs

81~L RAP arrives Capitol City
Airport; samp ling begins

2: 45

Reg I

State liaison contacts Governor 1 s
office Con ne cticut

~lyers

- 8 Date/Time

Source

Activity

3:00

SP Log

Proposed NRC Press Release
cleared with PA Rad Health
Dept .

3:45

PN 79-67

First formal preliminary
notification report distributed
by NRC

4:00

OCA

Telephone briefing for Senate
Subcommittee ~n Nuclear Regulation
and Senator Heinz

5:00

PR 79-65

Second press release issued

5:15

Reg I

NRC mobile lab arrives at site

6:00

Reg I

Fourth Reg I vehicle leaves
for site

7:55

SP Log

Call to PA Rad Health Dept
(ARJ.1S data shows count is up,
status of BNL monitoring
activities). ,

6: 15

SP Log

PA Rad Health Dept acknowl~dges
receipt of ARMS data and says
they are keeping Governor
·
informed.

8:17

Reg. I Log

Reg I notified of decision to
send NRR team to site; arri~al
expected next AM.

8:30

Reg I

Fourth vehicle arrives on site

8:30-

Reg I

NRC, State, RAP Team brief
Lt. Governor Scranton

9:00

Region I log

Reg I notified that Salem
providing equipment

9:00

SP log

SP verifies (how?) that FAA
has not been notified.

10:00 11:00

Reg. I

Reg I participates in Lt.
Go vernor's press conference

9:45

- 9 Thursday , March 29
Ml

11: 30 (Pf·i) to
12:30 (At·l)

Reg I

Team briefs Governor Thornburgh

12: 15

PR #79-66

Press Release

1:00

SP Log

SP notifies Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency and reads
press re 1 ease.

2:00

SP Log

SP telephones PA Emergency
Management Agency , reads press
release

2:10

SP log

SP tries to telephone Health
Center for Disease Control
(Atlanta) (PA radiological
Health says they will try
again in morning).-

8:30

SP Log

SP calls H. Calley, EPA, to
read press release and suggests
he call Gerusky and offer
assistance '

9:00

Reg I

Two additional vehicles (6
people) dispatched to site

9:30

SP Log

Food and Drug· Administration
calls and offers to have
Baltimore Field Office provide
assistance in looking at f ood
pathways
Commission briefed by Gossick,
Eis.e nhut and Jordan at 11 H"
Street

9:30

10:25

PN-79-67A

Issued

11: 00

SP Log

SP tries to contact NY Bu reau
of Radiological Health (call
completed at 12:17 pm)

11:05

SP Log

SP calls NJ Dept. of Hea l th .

11:30

OCA

Chai rman Hen dr i e and NR C s t aff
br i ef m e ~ b ers of Subc ommi t t ee
on Energy and Env i ro nm en t,
other Memb ers of Cong r ess, and
~ongressi on al sta f f on st at us
of incident.

- 10 Date/Time

Source

11:45

SP Log

12:00 (Approx)

Activity
SP calls Delaware Rad-Health
Dept.
NRR team (Vollmer +7) arrive on
site; Strasma (Region III Public
Affairs) on site

PM
12:05

SP Log

SP returns call to Gov. Ray's
(Washington) assistant.
SP . calls W.VA Rad Health
contact

12:10

SP Log

12: 15

SP Log

SP calls Va. Radiological
Health (call finally completed
at 1:15).

1: 00

Reg I

Vehicles 6 and 7 on site
(total IE personnel: 17)

2: 15

Reg I

Congre~sional group (Hart,
Udall, Heinz~ et al) arrive
observation center; receive
briefing.

2:40

SP Log

SP telephones . Fish and Wildlife
Service.

3:00

PN-79-67E

Licensee pulls thermoluminescent dosimeters from 17
fixed positions located within
a 15 mile radius of site.
Dosimeters had been in place
for three months and had been
exposed for about 32 hours
after incident. Only two
dosimeters showed exposures
above normal levels.

3:01

SP Log

SP briefs (by· phone) Md.
Radiological Health on status
of samples.

3: 20

Reg I

State liaison contact with
Vermont

12:00 -
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Date/Time

Source

'Activity

3:156:30

Reg I

NRC representatives are called
to State Capital to brief
Governor and Lt. Governor
prior to Governor's 5:00p.m.
press Conference.

3:35

SP Log

In response to inquiry from
SP

~1i nr~esota Rad. He a 1th,
gives statu~ briefing .

. 5:55

Reg I Log

The Executive Management Team
directs the licensee to stop
dumping all water. RI notifies
HQ that stopping the dumping
will cause backing of water
into the Turbine Building.
(Late entry - the licensee has
been dumping water to the
river -- the water is within
TS limits WRT contamination.)

6:00

Log???

PA Rad Health says NRC can
make decision' on rad. water
dump without checking further
with them.

6: 10

Reg I Log

Licensee notifies NRC. that he
is stopping the discharge

5:30

Reg I Log

Briefings provided by Met.
Edison to Senator Schweiker,
Congressmen Gooding (York),
Mike McCormack; Waller (Lancaster),
Weidler (L.I. ,NY)

'-..

6:00

PN-678

NRC requests Met. Edison to
terminate release of slightly
contaminated industrial waste.
Permission to resume release
granted at 12:15 am and coordinated
with State. State press
release issued.

Reg. I

Multiple attempts to reach
EPA:III concerning industrial
waste du ~ ps; finally contacted
at 7:00p.m.

4:50-

7:00

- 12 Date/Ti me

Source

Activity

6:35

SP Log

PA ·Rad Health calls back and
asks NRC to hold river dump
because of Governor•s concern.
SP provides update on ARMS
data.

7:05

Offer from DOE Emergency
Assistance.

8:30 .

Reg I

Call to Governor•s Aide to
inform of core damage

8:00 -8:30

SP Log

· Updated status reports to NO,
vNA and US Bureau of Rad.
Health

10:05

SP Log

PA Rad Health says 11 Q0 11 if NRC
wants to have water dumped.

10:12

Reg I Log

Industrial Waste Discharge
verified to be off.

AM
12:05

Reg I Log

EMT asks IE/site to relay to
Het. Ed that NRC says OK to
release industrial waste.
Notify NRC when release
commences.

2:06

Reg I Log

Industrial Waste Tank overflowing onto ground

5:35

Reg I Log

Fire in Unit One Aux. Building
Basement - (picked up from
intercom). Fire in ventilation
system.

8:00

SP Log

Status report to EPA

8:20

SP Log

Status report to FDA, Bureau
of Radiological Health

8:30

SP Log

Status report to Md. Rad
Health

8:50

SP Log

Call from FPA requesting
status

Friday 1·1arch 30
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Date/T i me

Source

Activity

9:00

Reg I

Control room personnel (Unit
l) hear announcement that
evacuation in a 10 mile radius
around plant has been recommended
by NRC.

9:05

Reg.

9:25

Reg 1 Log

State notified of release;
evacuation rumored; site does
not plan to call for evacuation.

10: 10

SP Log

SP calls PA Civil Defense re
potential evacuation

9:50

?N 79-678

Issued

10:00

Reg I Log

Some confusion exists because
State evidently has recommended
evacuation of Middletown (Doc.
Collins). Plant/NRC has not
recommended evacuation.

10:25

Reg I Log

Communication Lost with Unit 2
Control room

10:30 10:45

Reg I Log

State has advised residents
within 10 miles to go inside
and shut windows. NRC position
remains: no evacuation/
unnecessary to take any special
precautions.

10:47

Cmsr. Tel. Log

Conference call between Gossick
and Commissioners: dec1s1on
to send Denton to site.

11:00

Reg. I

Unit 1 Control Room becomes
aware that an evacuation was
suggested by Governor.

11:40

Cmsr. Tel. Log

Hendrie and Governor discuss
evacuation.

-r

Onsite inspector calls Region
to verify that above was true.
Were told recommendation was
not officia1.

9: 15 -
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Source

Act i vitv

: 1: 45

Reg I Log

Release at 11:09 for about 15
sees.

12:03

Reg I Log

Chairman of NRC recommends
that Governor of PA evacuate 5
mi. radius.

12:07

Reg I Log

EPA, Region III advised of
evacuation recommendation.

12:30

Reg I Log

The NRC eva~uation recommendation is changed or is clarified
as follows: pregnant women
and preschool children in the
5 mi. radius should be evacuated.
This recommendation to Gov.
PA- not public. Or. Langford
of EPA is notified of this
change.

1:00

SP Log

Another conversation with FDAA
re Governor's recommendation
for President to call National
Security Council meeting at
1: 30 . .

1: 15 1: 30

SP Log

Calls to MD, Delaware, NY, NJ
VA, W.VA Rad Health regarding
Governor's recommendation.

1: 25

Cmsr. Tel. Log

Hendrie conference at White
House followe~ by 1:30 p.m.
NSC meeting.

1: 30

Reg I

Another vehicle (2 HPs) departs
for site.

2:00

l·iossburg
Gossick Notes

Denton +12 arrive by
helicopter at site;

2:20

l·iossburg ·
Gossick Notes

NRR Operations Center
established at ~ earby residence;
notifications to President
Carter and Go vernor Thornbu r gh.

2: 30

Reg I

Director and Brc nch Chief pl us
2 HPs di spatc hed by heli copt er .

- 15 Date/Time

Source

Activity

(Abou t
3:30

Unverified

Wayne Kerr (OSP) +5 arrive at
site to assist IE Health
Physics.

By this time, 83 NRC pers9nnel are on site and in vicinity (51 IE, 4 SP,
3 PA, 25 NRR).

6:30

Press Release
No. 79-67

Press release 11 no imminent
danger of core melt; technical
experts (Denton ·et al) on
site 11

8:45

Reg I Log

(Madden) acting as Administrative
Officer reports the following:
Trailer, manned by NRR (Denton)
and the White House Communications
Group is now behind the Observation
Center and wired for use.
Additional Trailer by 2145
will be wired with 6 telephones.
Boyce Grier is downtown in ·
Harrisburg at a Press Conference
w/Stello, Denton, Governor
Thornburgh.
Air National Guard Unit at
Harrisburg Int. Airport avail. able for assistance.

Saturday, March 31
Date/Time

Source

Activity

1:25

SP Log

Coordinating meeting held at
Capital City Airport (EPA,
DOE, PA Dept. of Environmental
Resources, FDA, NRC).

3:50

SP Log

Telephone call from Bettis,
Radiological Assistance Team
at Command Post at Capital
City Airport; analytical
equipment in airport hangar.

6:00

Reg I Log

Oak Ridge man believes he can
use the Loose Parts Monitoring
to tell the size of t he bubble
in the vessel.

AM
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Dat e/Ti me

Source

Activity

6: 25

SP Log

Call from PA Civil Defense;
status update.

About 9:00

Public Affairs Center activated
at site; limited operation
unt i1 April 1.

About 8:30

SP .Log

Trailer moves just out~ide
plant gate; NRR operations
center in full force.

9: 17

SP Log

Call from HEW asking what
their role would be if evacuation necessary; NRC says PA
Civil Defense has lead; status
update.

9:25

SP Log

Call from CEQ; status report

9:20

SP Log

Call from NY Rad Health Bureau;
status report.

10:00

SP Log

Call from Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency; status
report.

12:00

SO Log

Conversations with FDA-Bureau
of 12:30 Radiological Health
re supplies of potassium ·
iodine.

2:00

SP Log

3:26

Cmsr. Tel. log

Commission meets in Bethesda
at Operations Center.

4:25

Cmsr. Tel. Log

Hendrie and Governor confer
via telephone on status.

5:00

SP Log

NRC infor~ed that Governor, W.
Va. had activated State
Radiolcgical Assistance Team.

P I~

'- ..

PA Rad Health Dept. agrees to
refer all calls relating to
health matters to NRC.

- 17 D ~te / Ti m e

Source

Activity

10: 45

PN-67G

NRC representative (Stelle?)
at facility informed that
sabotage attempt would be made
during the night. FBI, PA
State Police and licensee
notified ..

1:30

SP Log

SP calls DOE Command Center
(they do not know where EPA
pe9ple are); also calls PA
Rad. Health; EPA lab is next
door but no one is there.

8: 13

SP Log

SP calls PA Rad Health (DOE
will collect all data and
transmit results to NRC).
Meeting scheduled at 8:30 to
set up coordination.

9:36

SP Log

Contact established by Lubenau/Vaden
at PA Rad. Health offices .

11: 00

Reg I Log

s ~ n da y

.L. ori 1

NRC Personnel on site (65 I&E;
27 NRR; 5 others).

PN-67H

NRC establishes 37 TLD stations
at distances from 1 to 12
miles from plant.

PN-67H

All utilities with an operat i ng
B&W reactor are sent an NRC
Bulletin to: (1) provide
information on TMI-2 incident
(2) require a prompt review of
their plant conditions, (3)
take action to prevent such an
incident. NRC inspectors are
being sent to each licensed
B&W reactor to provide increased
inspection co verage.

2:27

Reg I Log

President Cart er i s on site i n
Unit 2 Control Room.

8:40

Gossick Notes

NRC calls DOE/ EOC t o re qu est
cleanup of AUX Bui l di ng . ..
General Publ i c Utilit i es
requested help.

2:15-
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Cate/T ime

Source

Activity

3:35

Reg I Log

Hq requests licensee to send
sample of containment air
(2330 sampl e) to Bettis.

5:50

Reg I Log

Phone link drops out/HQ will
try to re-establish conference
call.
·

6:25

Reg I Log

Phone link re-established

Gossick notes

Denton briefs Governor of PA.

Pl·1
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PRELIMINARY
DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
AT THE THREE MILE ISLAND 2
FACILITY ACCIDENT

The following is a summary of the significant events that occurred
at the Three Mile Island No. 2 nuclear facility on March 28, 1979, and
thereafter.

Attached is a detailed chronology of these events listed

with the times they each occurred.
At about 4:00 am on March 28, 1979, the secondary (nonnuclear) cooling
system of the Three Mile Island facility suffered a malfunction.

This

system normally pumps water through the plant's steam generators where
the water turns to steam which then flows to turn a turbine generator.
The water is then condensed back to water, is pumped by a condensate
pump through a clean up system, through a feedwater pump, and finally
back to the steam generators, and continually flows around this loop.
A malfunction in the main feedwater system caused the feedwater pumps
to turn off (trip), which in turn caused the turbine-generator to
turn off and stop generating electriCity.

Since the steam generators

were not removing heat due to the stoppage of feedwater flow, the reactor
coolant system pressure increased
valve opened to reduce reactor pressure.

and the pressurizer relief
Immediately, the reactor

turned off by the rapid insertion of the plant's control rods (scrammed)
as designed and the nuclear chain reaction stopped leaving behind only
residual, or decay, heat.

These events all occurred within the first

30 seconds following the event.
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Up to this point, this sequence is normal and the auxiliary feedwater
system should startup and deliver secondary coolant to the plant•s two
steam generators to remove heat.

In addition, the pressurizer relief

valve should close as reactor pressure decreases.
All three of the auxiliary feedwater pumps started but were unable
to deliver flow because their flow paths were blocked by closed valves.
In addition, the pressurizer relief valve failed to close and therefore
allowed the reactor coolant system pressure to continue to decrease.
As the reactor pressure reached a preset value (1600 psi), the plant•s
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) started as designed and began to
inject cold water into the reactor.

It is at this point that an

indication of a rapidly rising pressurizer level apparently led the plant
operators to terminate the ECCS flow.

At this point the Three Mile

Island incident had been underway for 11-12 minutes.
Between about 1 and 2 hours into the transient, the operators turned
off the four large pumps which circulate the reactor coolant through
the reactor.

It is following this action that we believe the severe

damage to the nuclear fuel began.

For the next several hours there

was a very large temperature difference across the nuclear core
indicating little flow of coolant through the core.
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During this several hour period, when severe fuel damage is occurring,
primary coolant from the reactor primary coolant system was being dumped
onto the reactor containment floor from flow out of the pressurizer
relief valve and through the drain tank.

This coolant, which contained

radioactivity, was partially pumped from the reactor containment building
floor to tanks in the auxiliary building.

The tanks

overflowed

permitting radioactivity to be vented from the auxiliary building.

This

situation lasted until about 9:00 am when the reactor containment was
sealed (isolated).
Duririg this time, from about 6:00am until 8:00pm, the licensee tried
to depressurize the reactor coolant system sufficiently to be able to
turn on the residual heat removal system.

Since his attempts failed,

it was decided to repressurize the system.
After repressurization, one of the main reactor coolant pumps was
restarted and ·flow through the reactor core was re-established.
Since feedwater was being provided to the steam generator, heat was
being removed and the reactor system was slowly cooled.
Reactor cooling has essentially been in this mode since that time.

PRELIMINARY CHRONOLOGY OF
·THE MARCH 28, 1979 ACCIDENT
AT THREE MILE ISLAND

Time (approximate)

Discussion of Events

Before 4:00 am

TMI operator working on Feedwater System.

4:00 am

The loss of all (main and auxiliary)
feedwater flow occurred while the reactor
was operating at 98% power. The transient
was initiated by a loss of condensate
pumps. The turbine tripped.

3-6 sec 1a ter

An electromatic relief valve opened to
relieve pressure in the RCS* (2255 psi).

9-12 sec later

The Reactor tripped on high RCS pressure
(2355 psi) to terminate the nuclear
reactor and reduce power generation to
decay heat alone.

12-15 sec later

The RCS pressure decayed to the point
(2205 psi) where -the relief valve should
have reclosed. The RCS continued to
depressurize for about the next two
hours.

15 sec later

The temperature in the RCS hot .leg
peaks at about 61QOF with a pressure
of about 2150 psi.

30 sec later

The auxiliary feedwater pumps in both
safety trains (1 turbine driven pump
and 2 electrically driven pumps) were
started and were running at pressure
ready to inject water into the steam
generators and remove the residual heat
produced in the reactor core. No water
was injected since the discharge valves
were closed.

*Throughout, RCS denotes "reactor coolant system ...
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Time (approximate)

Discussion of Events

4:01 am

The pressurizer level indication began
to rise rapidly. The steam generators,
A and B, had low levels of water and
were drying out.

4:02 am

The ECCS was initiated as the RCS
pressure decreased to -1600 psi.

4:04-4:11 am

The pressurizer level indication went
offscale high and the operator manually
tripped the first HPI pumps at about
4:04:30 and the second at about 4:10:30.

4:06 am

Water in the RCS flashed to steam as
the pressure bottoms out at 1350 psi.
hog leg temperature was about 5850F.

The

4:07-4:08 am

The Reactor building sump pump came on.

4:08 am

The operator opened the valves at the
discharge of the auxiliary feedwater pump
allowing water to be injected into the
steam generators.

4: 11-4:12 am

The operator restarted the ECCS to inject
water into the RCS to control pressurizer
1eve 1 .

4: 11 am

The pressurizer level indication comes
back on sea-le.

4:15am

The RC Drain (Quench) tank rupture disk
blew at 190 psig due to continued discharge
of the relief valve that had failed to
open.

4:20-5:00 am

The RCS parameters stabilized at a saturated condition of about 1015 psi and
5S00F.

5:15 am

The operator tripped both RC pumps in
Loop B.

5:40 am

The operator tripped both RC pumps in
Loop A.
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Time (approximate)

Discussion of Events

5:45-6 am

The reactor core began a heatup transient.
The RCS hot leg temperature went offscale
at 620 degrees F within 14 minutes and
the cold leg temperature dropped to near
the temperature of high pressure injection water (150 degrees F).

6:20 am

The failed open relief valve was isolated
by the operator by closing a block valve.
The operator also isolated steam generator
B to prevent leakage of radioactive
secondary water from leaking S.B. tubes.

7:00 am

The RCS pressure had increased to 2150
psi and the relief valve was opened to
relieve RCS pressure.

7:15 am

A pressure spike of 5 psig occurred in
the RC drain tank due to steam from the
relief valve.

7:45 am

A pressure spike of 11 psig occurred in
the RC drain tank and the pressure in
the RCS was at 1750 psi.

9:00 am

The pressure in containment peaked at
4.5 psig.

9:00-11:00 am

The RCS pressure increased from 1250 psi
to 2100 psi.

11:30 am

The operator opened the pressurizer
relief valve to depressurize the RCS
in an attempt to initiate RHR cooling
at 400 psi.

12:00 am-1:00pm

The RCS pressure decreased to about 500
psi and the core flooding tanks partially
discharged. The relief capacity was
not sufficient to vent enough to reach
400 psi.

2:00 pm

The pressure in the containment spikes
at 28 psig causing containment sprays
to be initiated. The operator stopped
the spray pumps after about 2 minutes
of operation.
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Time (approximate)

Discussion of Events

5:30 pm

The pressurizer relief valve was closed
in order to repressurize the reactor
coolant system.

5:30 - 8 pm

The RCS pressure increased from 650 psi
to 2300 psi.

8 pm

RC pump in Loop A was started at which
time the hot leg temperature decreased
to about 560 degrees F and the cold leg
temperature increased to 400 degrees
F, indicating flow through the steam
generator. Thereafter, the reactor was
being cooled by reestablishing · condenser
vacuum and steaming to the condenser by
steam generator A with the RCS cooled
to about 280 degrees F and 1000 psi.

March 29
The RCS temperature and pressure was stablized at about 280 degrees F
and 840 to 1020 psi. The maximum reading on the incore thermocouples was
6120F, but several were not with range for compute-r readouts (printing ?")
which was subsequently found to indicate greater than 700 degrees F.
11

March 30
The RCS temperature and pressure was stable at nearly 280 degrees F and
between about 1000 to 1060 psi. Several incore thermocouples were
beyond the range for computer readout, the maximum indicated reading
was 659 degrees F. The NRR staff estimated the bubble size in RCS to
be about 1200 ft3 and requested the licensee to refine their calculation
of the bubble size.
March 31
The RCS temperature and pressure remained stable at about 280°F and 1000
psi. Slight drop in pressurizer level 251-191
Temperatures in the core
as measu.red from the incore thermocouples were gradually decreasing
(maximum indicated about 50QoF). The hydrogen recombiner was in an
operable status but additional shielding was needed and was being
obtained. Two samples of containment atmosphere were analyzed which
showed a hydrogen concentration of 1.7% and 1.0%. Licensee calculated
bubble size to be about 620 ft3 @ 875 psig.
11

•
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April 1
No substantial change in RCS temperature and pressure
Incore thermocouples continue to show decreased trend.
Licensee continued -hookup of hydrogen recombiners and addition of
shielding. Licensee calculated valves of bubble size varied. Containment
air samples indicate 2.3% hydrogen.
April 2
Reactor pressure stable at about 1000 psi. Incore thermocouples continued
to show a decrease with all measurements below 475°F. Inlet and outlet
temperatures were still about 280oF. One hydrogen recombiner was put in
operation.
Analysis indicated that the oxygen generation rate in reactor less than
originally estimated. Measurements indicated that the bubble was
being significantly reduced.
April 3
Reactor pressure and temperature stable at 1000 psi and 280°F, respectively.
Thermocougle readings analyzed- maximum 4770F, only 3 thermocouples were
above 400 F. Gas bubble size much reduced. Containment about 1.9%
hydrogen. One pressurizer level indicator failed.
Aoril 4
Reactor pressure and temperature stable at 1000 psi and 280°F, respectively .
Thermocouple maximum temperature was 4660F. Gas bubble size decreasing.
Vent valve on pressurizer intermittently opened and degassing continues
through letdown system.
April 5
Reactor pressure and temperature stable at 1000 psi and 280°F, respectively.
Maximum thermocouple reading is 462oF. Pressurizer level responding
normally to pressure changes indicating a completely full system.
Containment atmosphere indicates 2% hydrogen. One recombiner operating,
one in standby. Pressurizer vented to containment about 15 minutes every
6-8 hours.
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April 6
Reactor pressure stable at about 1000 psi and temperature about 285oF.
At approximately 1:25pm, reactor coolant pump lA tripped and reactor
coolant pump 2A was started within about 2 minutes. Shift in thermocouple readings. The three thermocouples previously reading about
4000F are presently reading between 28SOF and 315oF. Central thermocougle increased from 37SOF to 425°F and is the only one reading about
400 F.
Containment measurements indicate about 2% hydrogen. Pump-back system for
pumping waste gas decay tank volume to containment began.
April 7
Reactor pressure and temperature stable at about 1000 psi and 280°F,
respectively.
At about 8 pm, the licensee began to slowly lower reactor system pressure.
The slow decrease will end when reactor pressure reaches 500 psi. This
is a step toward cold shutdown and includes degasification to prevent
bubble formation as pressure and temperature decreases.
Hydrogen concentration in the containment is about 1.9%.

GENERIC CO NSIDERATIONS
OF
TMI-2 INCIDE NT

The following are the significant sequence of events that occurred at
TMI-2.
a.

The turbine tripped due to loss of main feedwater,

b.

The reactor tripped,

c.

The auxiliary feedwater pumps started but flow was
not auxomatically established,

d.

The pressurizer relief valve apparently stuck open,

e.

The high pressure injection was turned off, and

f.

The reactor coolant pumps were turned off.

Our preliminary evaluation indicates that the incident may, have been
compounded by misleading indication of primary system water level. · In
addition, the consequences of the incident were increased by the lack
of prompt automatic containment isolation.
The initiating event, i.e., turbine trip and subsequent reactor trip,
are anticipated events in that they are expected to occur during the
plant lifetime and the system is designed to res pond safely.

In fact,

other B&Wdesigned operating plants have experienced these kinds of
trans i ents and have responded safely.

As a result of our preli minary

eval uation of the TMI incident, however, we have prel i minarily identifie d
several human, design, and mechanical failures.

They are all essentially

r el at ed to the loss of feedwater (item c above), t he t urning off of th e
~i ~ h

pressure in j ecti on, (item e above), and t he turni ng of f t he reactor
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coolant pumps (item f above).

To ensure that these potential human,

design, and mechanical failures do not result in a si milar incident
at other operating facilities, we have directed (via IE Bulletins) owners
of facilities with B&W reactors to take several steps to ensure that
safety margins are maintained.

In addition, we have formed an NRC Task

Force to review in detail the causes of the TMI-2 incident and upon
completion of these efforts wiJl . take subsequent actions as appropriate.
The Task Force report will be completed about the end of this month.

These

NRC actions are also being taken at this time because of the preliminary
nature of our evaluation.

Certain additional information will be

developed which will provide additional insights into the actual
causes and consequences of the various actions during the event.

At

this time, however, our preliminary understanding of -the event is
sufficient to enable us to define the immediate actions required of
operating facilities with B&W reactors to prevent such an occurrence
at these plants, and provide us with an adequate basis to allow continued
operation of these facilities.
First, the incident at TMI-2 was initiated by a loss of auxiliary
feedwater following a turbine trip (item c above).

Since plants are

not designed and evaluated for the complete loss of all feedwater, we
have taken steps to ensure that the emergency feedwater system will
be available to inject water under. this situation.

At TMI-2, the

block valves in the discharge lines from the auxiliary feedwater pumps
were closed.

We have required that operating facilities with B&W
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reactors ensure t hat these valves are always open by requesting their
specific examination of these valve positions.

The position indication

will be further verified by a full-time NRC IE inspector at each of
t hese plants.
Another generic aspect of this event and a significant contributor
was the apparent sticking open of the electromatic valve on the
pressurizer.

Licensees are being requested . to examine their procedures

such that operators are aware all valve positions, including the backup
block valve to the relief valve, and have information available to
permit its use.

The sticking open of the relief valve was a significant

contributor to this event and would be considered an important event
regardless of whether auxiliary feedwater is available or' not.
The second significant concern, which also has generic considerations, ·
concerns the turning off of the high pressure injection system.

In

general, we have requested all operators of plants to exercise extreme
caution before turning off any safety system.

Specifically, we have

taken steps to require operators to maintain high pressure injection
for a minimum of 20 minutes if it is automatically actuated.
occurs on low reactor pressure (1600 psi) in the reactor.

This

We further

require that high pressure injection be maintained until stable
conditions are obtained.

We believe such actions may cause operational

inconveniences, but that they are not significant when compared to
the gain to be made should a severe transient occur.

We also require
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t hat the LPI be maintained for 20 minutes following any low pressure
transients, including the case where a relief valve inadvertently
opens and sticks open, to ensure pump coolant inventory.
Finally, we are requiring that if the reactor coolant pumps are in
operation when a severe feedwater transient might occur, they should
be kept in operation if at all . possible.
should be kept running in each loop.

Furthermore, if possible, one

This requirement provides an

extra level of safety to cover a broad variety of transients.

In

developing this requirement, it was recognized that operation of
the RCPs under certain conditions may damage the pump due -to cavitation,
however, it is believed that such operation is appropriate to ensure
adequate response to a wide variety of transients.
The above mentioned staff requirements, in addition to our requirement
that all licensees with B&W reactors review their designs, have been
imposed to maintain and possibly increase margins regarding their
response to feedwater, and other, transients.
believe, compensate for any remaining generic

Such actions will, we
~oncerns

regarding B&W

reactors response to such transients.
Because the accident situation appears to have been fur.ther complicated
by the cont'ainment not being isolated upon ECCS actua_tion, (in this
case HPI), we have also taken steps to ensure that the containment is
isolated to the extent possible given any particular event.
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The above mentioned considerations have been directed towards B&W
reactors because they appear to be the ones most directly affected.
The described actions are intended primarily to be short term actions
and may well be modified as a result of the NRC Task Force review of
B&W reactor transients.

Certain of these interim actions may also

later be shown to be applicable to other pressurized water reactors,
i.e., those designed by Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering.
facilities have significant design differences.

These

Two significant

differences between the B&W primary system design and those of
\·!estinghouse and Combustion Engineering are, first, the primary
system water level for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering are
more directly measured.

The operators would, therefore, have had

a more direct indication of primary system water level and would have
been so influenced before stopping high pressure injection flow.
Secondly, the steam generator volumes are larger for Westinghouse
and Combustion Engineering plants, and therefore are less sensitive
to feedwater transients allowing more time to detect and correct any
deficiencies in auxiliary feedwater flow.

Therefore, we have not

required any actions of licensees with Westinghouse and Combustion
Engineering designed plants at this time, although we have been sending
them information copies ·o f all actions required of owners of B&\·i reactors.

Three Mile Island Incident

Summary of Initial Response and Radiological Surveys

At about 0700 hours, the license identified high levels of radioactivity
in the reactor coolant sample lines - there were radiation readings of about
600 mr/hr at contact with the sample lines - and a 11 site emergericy 11 was
declared.

At 0730 hours the .l icense declared a 11 general emergency 11 based on high
radiation levels in the reactor building, and began notification of certain
· Federal, State and local agencies according to emergency procedures.

At

0830 hours the radiation levels at the site boundary were reported to be
less than 1 mr/hr.

NRC Region I received notification of the general emergency condition at
the plant at approximately 0745 hours, March 28.

After evaluation of the

reported conditions, an NRC incident response team was assembled and
dispatched to the site and the situation was reported to NRC Headquarters.

The NRC response team, consisting of reactor operations specialists and
health physicists, left the Region I Office at 0845 hours and arrived
onsite at 1005 hours, March 28.
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·· Concurrent with the assembly and dispatch of the team, operations centers
were activated both at the Region I office and at NRC Headquarters.

Notifi-

caton procedures were initiated at both NRC Region I and NRC Headquarters
to inform the Commissioners, NRC staff and other State and Federal agencies.

At 0859 hours the NRC notified the Department of Energy's Emergency
Operations Center at Germantown, Maryland and requested that an aerial
survey (AMS, Aerial Measurement System) team be dispatched promptly to the
site.

The AMS helicopter arrived at the site and had located, tracked and

made measurements in the plume by 1515 hours, March 28.

Returning to earlier events, the NRC incident team, arriving onsite at 1005
hours, measured radiation levels of less than 1 mr/hr at the north gate, 3
mr/hr in the north parking lot and 7 mr/hr at the east side of the island.
The NRC team, after being briefed by the licensee regarding radiological
and plant conditions, immediately set out to gather additional radiological
data.

Radiation monitors in the plant showed abnormally high radiation levels in
the containment and auxiliary building which prevented personnel access
into certain areas.

Radiation surveys also identified elevated levels of

radiation outside plant buildings; however, the condition outside were not
of such a level to prevent the gathering of survey data.

Radiation surveys

determined that a release of airborne radioactivity was occurring.
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At 1110 hours, radiation levels of 3 mr/hr were measured at the plants•
observation center on Route 441 immediately east of the plant, and at 1130
hours, levels of 0.3 mr/hr were measured on Route 283 near Harrisburg.

By the afternoon of March 28, survey measurements showed radiation levels
up to 15 mr/hr (beta-gamma) in the plume at ground level and levels
generally less than 1 mr/hr (beta-gamma) outside the plume.

The highest

measurement of about 70 mr/hr (beta-gamma) was at 1620 hours at the north
gate of the plant .

Aerial surveys the afternoon of March 28 located the plume travelling in a
N to NE direction in approximately a 30° sector, and radiation levels of
0.1 mr/hr were measured at about 16 miles from
several hundred feet.

th~

site at an altitude of

The aircraft survey identified, by gamma spectral

analysis, the radioactivity as principally xenon-133.

By the evening of March 28, the agencies conducting radiation surveys and
sampling operations included the licensee, NRC, DOE and the State of
Pennsylvania.

In addition to the DOE AMS helicopter and aerial survey team

and the NRC team and portable equipment, a mobile laboratory of the NRC
Region I ·Office had arrived at the site to process and analyze samples.

Sampling and analysis of milk and air sampling for radioiodine had begun
and has continued to date.

Thus far, only low levels of radioiodine in
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milk and air have been reported.

The levels are far below the level of

action for control of dairy herds or milk.

The sampling will continue until

some time in the future and the results are continuing to be evaluated.

By March 29, the NRC team at the site had established a routine operation
and procedures for obtaining both onsite and offsite radiological data.
This information was being relayed to the NRC Region I (Philadelphia)
office and to the NRC operations center in Bethesda, Maryland.

Aerial

surveys were being conducted at 3-6 hour intervals.

During March 29, radiation levels at the site boundary on the island ranged
up to about 50 mr/hr (beta-gamma).

The plume during the morning of March 29

extended in aN to NW direction, and aerial surveys measured 0.5 mr/hr at
1 mile and 0.2 mr/hr at 10 miles from the site.

Offsite ground surveys

measured levels generally less than 1 mr/hr during the day; maximum offsite
radiation levels of 20 mr/hr (gamma) and 30 mr/hr (beta/gamma) were
measured one mile west of the plant in Goldsboro at 0600 hours.

These

levels persisted for a short period of time, less than one hour.

By the end ·of March 30, the number of NRC staff at the

~ite

83, including Regional Office and Headquarters personnel.
surveys were more scheduled and routine.

had grown to
Radiation

Ground l_evel surveys in offsite

areas downwind from the site measured radiation level ranging from less
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than 0.1 up to 1.8 mr/hr.

Aerial surveys measured radiation levels of

8-10 mr/hr over the site, and levels of 6-8 mr/hr in the plume near the
site.

In the evening of March 30, the plume was tracked

in a northwesternly

westernly direction -from the site and was not detectable beyond 5-6 miles
away.

By the end of March 31, ground and aerial surveys were being coordinated
on a frequent scheduled basis and the results being reported regularly to
NRC Headquarters. Information on results of milk, water and air sampling
was bei ng received and evaluated.

Results of licensee 1 s TLD stations (18

stations within a 15-mile radius of the reactor) were received.

The tLDs had

been in place for three months and had been exposed for about 32 hours after
the incident.

Three dosimeters showed exposures above normal levels; the

highest was from a station on Three Mile Island, 0.2 miles NNW of the
reactor - 921 mr, approximately 905 mr above previous normal quarterly
readings; the other high readings were 0.4 miles north of the reactor -81
mr, approximately 65 mr above previous normal quarterly readings and a
station at north bridge, 0. 7 miles NNE of the reactor - 37 mr, about 22 mr
above normal quarterly readings.

On March 31, the NRC established 37 TLD stations within a radius of 12
miles of the site.

Two or more dosimeters were placed at each station,

one to be left indefinitely for integrated dose and the others to be changed
daily.

The first day of this monitoring (March 31-Apri1 1) showed the
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· highest reading of 1. l mr/hr at

~-mile

ENE of the plant.

Other readings

were much less and have decreased steadily since.

As of April 4, the following information had been received on sampling and
analysis for radioiodine:

Approximately 130 offsite water samples, analyzed by NRC, DOE and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, showed no detectable radioiodine.

Approximately· 150 offsite air samples had been taken and analyzed by
NRC, DOE, the licensee and the Commonwealth.

Samples were collected

at distances out to 40 miles.

Only 8 of the samples indicated detectable concentrations of iodine; these were in the range 2. 7 x lo- 13 to
2.4 x 10-ll microcuries/cc, the highest being about 1/4 of the MPC
established for unrestricted areas in 10 CFR Part 20.

Approximately 200 samples of milk had been analyzed by the State and
FDA.

The results ranged from minimum detectable activity to 41

picocuries per liter; there were two samples at or near the higher
level.

By comparison, the HEW recommends placing dairy herds on

stored food when iodine-131 in milk reaches 12,000 picocuries per liter.

Approximately 170 vegetation samples had been collected and analyzed
by DOE, NRC and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The samples were
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collected from various sites within 2 miles of the plant.

None

showed any detectable radioiodine .

Approximately 150 samples of soil were collected and analyzed by NRC
and DOE.

None showed any detectable radioiodine.

As stated previously, sampling and analysis of air and milk for radioiodine
i s continuing.

As a further measure in evaluating the significance and

hea l th implicat i ons of any radioiodine released from t he plant, act ions
have been init i ated to have a selected number of persons analyzed in a
'' whole-body 11 , radiation measuring system.

The people se l ected would

include both licensee employees who were onsite, and local offsite
residents.

Recent aerial and ground level surveys results indicate radiation exposure
rates to be consistently less than 0.1 mr/hr .

SUMMARY OF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID
RELEASE SITUATION
(IWTS)

The Industrial Waste Treatment Sump (IWTS) and the Industrial Waste Filter
Sump (IWFS) normally collect nonradioactive liquid industrial wastes at the
TMI facility.

The normal sources of water to these sumps are floor drains

and other sumps located in facilities which do not have radioactive systems.
The IWFS and IWTS are periodically discharged to the Susquehanna River by
being pumped (approximately 130 gpm) into the cooling tower blowdown which
flows into the river at a location just South of the Unit 2 mechanical
draft cooling tower.

The 60,000 gallon .per minute cooling tower blowdown

dilutes the IWFS/IWTS discharge by a factor of approximately 500 before it
enters the river.

During the TMI incident, the high concentration of radioactivity in primary
systems cross-contaminated normally non-radioactive secondary systems and
contaminated water eventually ended up in the IWFS/IWTS.

The precise
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timing of these events is not known.

To preclude overflow of the IWFS/IWTS

the licensee initiated discharge at about 1300 hours on Thursday, March 29.
Log records show that the licensee considered a controlled diluted release
a better alternative than letting the sump overflow wi t h a resulting
undiluted release to the river.

NRC analysis of water in the ·rwFS/IWTS at

this time indicated the presence of Xe-133 and Xe-135, but results were not
precisely known because the radioactivity in the gaseous plume being
r eleased interfered with radiation counting instruments used to analyze the
samples.

However, it was determined that no iodine was present and the Xe

concentrations were not considered significant for the release pathway.
Prior to the initial release NRC consulted with t he State of Pennsylvan i a,
Bu r eau of Rad Health who was in agreement with NRC 1 s position to allow
releases as long as Technical Specifications were met.

The State later ,

however, expressed concerns and at approximately 1800 hours on Thursday ,
March 29, NRC requested the licensee to stop disc harging pending further
analysis of the situation.

After consultation with the State, NRC and Pennsylvania subsequently
authorized the continuation of release at 0015 hours on Friday, March 30.
The licensee began making releases again at 0430 hours on Friday, March 30.
Intermittant releases continued until Monday, April 2, when the State of
Pennsylvania requested they be discontinued.

Due to a backlog of samples for analysis, NRC did not become aware of
radioiodine in the waste water until the sample counted at 1430 hours on
Saturday , t•1arch 31; this sample had been col l ected at 0400 hours t hat
morn ing.

Also , because samples were being spl it wit h t he l i censee

1

S
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contractor, the samples were not being analyzed in the same order in which
they were collected.

During subsequent analysis it was determined that

iodine was initially present in the discharge on early Friday, March 30, as
identified by a ·sample collected at 0200 hours on Friday, March 30.
particular sample was analyzed at 0133 hours on Sunday, April 1.
were again terminated at 1110 hours on Monday, April 2.

This

Releases

Several reasons

exist for the approximate two· day time frame between identifica.tion of
radioiodine in the water and cessation of releases.

First, the NRC

laboratory was merely processing samples and was not in a position to
i nterpret the results.

Second, the feedback of results of sample analyses

t o those who might interpret them was hampered by the overall urgency of
the moment.

Third, the majority of samples were below the release limit,

thereby making this a low priority matter relative to the other events at
the time.

After further review of the matter and additional consultation with both
the States of Pennsylvania and Maryland; joint agreement was reached and
the licensee was again authorized to make releases on Thursday morning 4/5.
The licensee began discharging again at about 0300 hours on Friday with no
further problems noted.

It should be noted that three organizations have been performing sample
analysis.

NRC and the licensee's contractor were performing analysis on

the scene and the samples were then forwarded to the State of Maryland for
analysis. ' Analyses performed at the scene were considered prel i minary
because of counting interference caused by the gaseous releases from TMI
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Unit 2.

Obviously, there would be some time delay in receiving Maryland's

results.

It .should also be n9ted that a State of Pennsylvania representative (Bill
Dornsife) was at the scene throughout these events and was frequently
receiving the results of all sample results.

This person stated that he

had received all information in a timely manner.

Review of sample analysis indicates that the maximum concentration of
radioiodine released was 2.7 x 10- 6 microcuries per milliliter (~Ci/ml) of
i odine-131, after dilution; this is approximately nine times the
instantaneous release rate limit specified in the plant's Technical Specifications; the limits are the concentrations for unrestricted areas listed
in Table 2, Appendix 8, 10 CFR Part 20 and whereas Part 20 allows concentrations to be averaged over a year to achieve compliance, the

T~chnical

Specifications limit discharges to Part 20 concentrations on an instantaneous
basis. The majority of samples averaged approximately 2.4 x 10- 7 ~Ci/m£ or
about 80% of the Technical Specification limit.

At no time was any

radioiodine identified in any river water samples collected downstream of
the release point.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF HEALTH EFFECTS
OF THE THREE MILE ISLAND INCIDENT

Radiation monitoring indicates that the exposure of the general population in the immediate vicinity of the plant was well within the limits of
NRC regulations (10 CFR Part 20) for annual doses to members of the general
populations.

They did exceed the numerical design objectives for normal

reactor operation of 5 millirem per year (Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50).
The sources of exposure were radioactive gases (xenon, krypton and iodine)
that

leak~d

from the plant -- primarily from the auxiliary building.

Radio-

active iodine (I-131) would be of particular concern because of its concentration in food, particularly in milk.

However, as of April 3, 1979, it

appears that no more than 3.0 curies of radioiodine were released,

Iodine

levels observed in milk samples are less than one-tenth of those observed
in milk following the Chinese nuclear tests in the fall of 1977.

The predomi-

nant radioactivity released from Three Mile Island was the noble gas Xenon-133.
The NRC has estimated that as of April 5, 1979, approximately 10 million
curies of Xe-133 were released.

An independent estimate of Xe-133 releases

by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is 14 to 34 million curies, thus both estimates are in agreement considering the extent of the uncertainty in the
estimates.
An ad-hoc dose assessment group of representatives from NRC, EPA and
HEW have made estimates of the radiation doses to the population around
· the Three Mile Island plant, based primarily on monitoring of offsite areas
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by thermoluminescent dosimeters.

The calculated, total cumulative, 50-mi l e

radius population dose from March 28 to April 8,* was approximately 2400
man-rems, which is equivalent to an average dose to individuals of 1.1 mill i rems.
The maximum dose to an individual offsite (hypothetical individual continuously
present out-of-doors at a location 0.7 miles NE of the plant) is still estimated
to be less than 100 millirems (85 millirem).

This is within the dose limits

recommended by the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
for annual doses to a member of the general public (170 millirem per year).
These estimates are whole body gamma doses resulting primarily from the
relatively weak gamma radiation from Xenon-133 (80 keV).
The health impact of the estimate of maximum individual dose for a
hypothetical individual exposed out-of-doors for entire duration at location of highest measured offsite dose can be considered in terms of the
added risk of a fatal cancer.

The existing lifetime risk of fatal cancer

is approximately one-eighth (0 . 12).

The estimated risk from natural back-

ground is approximately one to two percent of this value (0.0017) .

The

added risk delivered to the hypothetical individual would be 0.16% (0.000019)
of the existing risk of a cancer death or about one percent of the estimated
risk from natural radiation (1.1%).

The potential health impact of the

estimated - population dose including fatal and non-fatal cancers and genetic
effects to all future generations is 1.3 health effects; and the number of
potential fatal cancers over the lifetime of the population is 0. 45.

This

can be compared to the existing cancer death rate of 4,500 per year and

*From April 4th on, these values have been updated by members of the NRC Staff .
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the estimated incidence from natural background radiation (125 millirem
per year) of 54 per year.

This supports the conclusion that the accident

will not produce any detectable cancers within the lifetime of all of the
residents in the area.

Resident Inspection Program
In May 1977 the NRC decided to adopt a revised inspection program that,
when fully implemented, will include assignment of resident inspectors to
each operating power reactor site, to selected fuel facilities and to power
reactor sites in the later stages of construction. This decision was based
upon the results of a two-year trial program of resident inspection which
was completed in October 1976. The trial program demonstrated that the
concept of locating inspectors near reactor sites has the potential for
increases in both effectiveness and efficiency when compared to the program
of inspections conducted by inspectors based in a regional office which
may be several hundred miles from a reactor site.
In May 1977, the Commission requested that OMB approve an amendment to
IE 1 s FY 1978 budget to provide resources needed to begin implementation
of the revised inspection program. A FY 1978 supplemental request was submitted to the OMB on September 15, 1977 and was signed by the President
on September 8, 1978. The initial resident inspector under this program
arrived onsite in July 1978. Currently, there are resident inspectors
assigned to 20 reactor sites . As a result of the Three Mile Island accident,
at each of these sites with similar Babcock and Wilcox designed reactors,
a full-time inspector was assigned to provide the equivalent of the resident
inspection program.
A description of the Revised Inspection Program for Nuclear Power Plants
was published as NUREG-0397 (March 1978).
The four elements of the revised inspection program provide a balanced
examination of the activities of the licensee. The revised program
consists of:
Resident inspectors onsite at all reactors in operation,
at reactors in the late stages of construction, and at
selected fuel facilities.
Region-based inspectors who will supplement the inspections performed by the residents with highly specialized
inspections in such areas as environmental monitoring,
physical security and health physics.
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Performance appraisal inspectors to independently assess
licensee performance, the effectiveness of the NRC inspection program and to confirm the objectivity of inspectors.
Increase~

independent verification of licensee activities.

The specific requirements of resident, specialist, and performanceappraisal inspectors and of the entire program create. a need for a comprehensive approach to training, management of the inspection force and
career development. An expanded training program for all types of
inspectors and an enhanced career management plan assure the performance
of all elements of the inspection program by well trained and experienced
inspectors.
In May 1977, the Commission requested that OMS approve a budget amendment
for IE for 125 people and $6,000,000. These resources were requested to
allow IE to begin · implementation of the resident inspection program in FY
1978 with full implementation in FY 1981.
In June 1977, the Office of Inspection and Enforcement developed its program
plan for implementation of the resident inspection program . This plan
assumed timely approval of the budget amendment request and aimed toward
having the first resident inspectors onsite in FY 1978 with full implementation by the end of FY 1981. The planned schedule was:

Residents

FY 78

FY 79

FY 80

FY 81

35

46

111

133

FY 82
152

In September 1977, the OMS approved a portion of the May 1977 request for
additional resources. This OMB approval provided for increasing the NRC
full-time personnel ceiling by 75 to allow earlier implementation of the
revised program. Under this OMS-approved amendment (submitted to Congress
in January 1978), the manning schedule was:

Residents

FY 78

FY 79

FY 80

FY 81

FY 82

22

49

76*

93

98

*All operating reactor sites manned.
At full implementation, it was planned to have at least one inspector at
sites with reactors in the later stages of construction, in pre-operationa l
test, or in operation.
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In September 1978, the FY 1978 supplemental request was signed by the
President and the NRC was allocated 61 positions and $2,650,000 for the
revised inspection program. Tha Office of Inspection and Enforcement, in
anticipation of approval of the FY 1978 supplemental had initiated recruitment efforts and W?S successful in promptly recruiting personnel.
In the planning for the resident inspection program, an integral part of
the revised program was a national. level performance appraisal effort.
This is intended to provide for (1) evaluation of NRC licensee performance
from a national perspective, (2) evaluation of the effectiveness of_ the
NRC inspection program, and (.3) confirmation of the objectivity of NRC
i nspectors.
The modifications to the revised inspection program from the initial budget
amendment request to OMB to the approved FY 1978 supplemental are:

Budget amendment request for 125 additional people (May 1977)
Manning Schedule:
(Full
Implementation)
FY 81

FY 82

FY 78

FY 79

FY 80

Resident
Inspectors

35

46

111

133

152

Performance
Appraisal
Inspectors

42

78

119

157

157

Full implementation in FY 1981 includes:
One inspector for each reactor phase (construction,
preoperational testing, operations) at a site.
inspectors so that no inspector would
cover more than two reactors in any one phase.

~dditional
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AQQroved FY 1978 SUQQlemental of 61 additional EeOQle
Manning Schedule:
(Full
Implementation)
FY 81
FY 82

FY 78

FY 79
-

FY 80

Resident
Inspectors

22

49

76

93

98

Performance
Appraisal
Inspectors

10

15

17

28

33

--

Full · implementation in FY 1981 includes:
One resident at each site with an operating reactor
One resident at each site with a reactor in a later stage of
construction
One resident at each of six selected fuel plants
Currently, there are resident inspectors assigned to 20 reactor sites . .
At these 20 sites are:
26 operating reactors
2 reactors in the preoperational test phase
6 reactors under construction
As a result of the Three Mile Island accident, at each of three additional
sites, an inspector was assigned to provide the equivalent of the resident
inspection program. On these three sites is a reactor of Babcock and Wilcox
design similar to th~ Three· Mile Island reactor.
The phased implementation of the resident inspection program resulted from
the need to train newly hired inspectors, and the need to maintain a
qualified base of inspectors in the regional offices. Currently, the implementation of the program is on schedule.

POPULATION DOSE ESTIMATES
During the week of Apri 1 1, a joint NRC/HEW/EPA ad-.floc study group
agreed on the methodology to be used in estimating the radiation dose
received by the population within a fifty (SO) mile radius of the site.
In addition, the ··study group calculated the initial dose estimates up
to April 4. Using the agreed upon methodology, as of noon April 8, the
NRC has estimated the total population dose within a fifty mile radius
to be 2400 man-rem. There are approximately 2 million people living
within the fifty mile radius of the site. Thus, the radiation dose to
an average member of the population is estimated to be in the range of
1-2 millirem.
It is estimated that the maximum radiation dose received offsite by a
member of the public is less than 100 millirem (~5 millirem is the
current best estimate). This individual would have had to be continuously
present out-of-doors at the site boundary approximately 0.7 miles northeast
of the reactor, which is the point at which the higher radiation dose rates
were measured.
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